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N o te fro m th e e d ito r
Our cover story involves the issue of
“parachute journalism,” of which Montana
has been a recent target, thanks to the
Freemen in Garfield County, the
Unabomber in Lincoln, and now, the odi
ous crimes allegedly committed by one
Nathaniel Bar-Jonah. In its worst form,
parachute journalism involves glib,
unthinking, dishonest reporting on a sen
sational news story. Kim Skomogoski, ace
crime reporter for the Great Falls Tribune,
writes bemusedly and with a mixture of
outrage and resignation at the foibles of
“journalists” from afar.
It’s doubtful many Afghanis would level
the same criticism at Gwen Florio’s sensi
tive, uncliched view of their world, gleaned
from reporting trips for the Denver Post.
In her piece, Gwen adds an extra measure
of humor to her account of the reporting
challenges she faced. Having won her edi
tors’ attention with her excellent
reporting from Afghanistan,
Pakistan and Somalia, Gwen,
aka DangerGirl, next found her
self in Israel. We wish her the
best in all her travels.
It was of course the tragic
events of Sept. 11 that landed
Gwen in such hot spots. 9/11’s
impact continues to reverberate
in all our fives, as several stories
in this issue attest. Coverage of
religion in news media has increased,
reports John Hafiier. As Americans took
stock of their fives after that defining
moment, many made religion a more central
part of their fives. Islam and its relationship
to the West became a focus of concern, from
benign curiosity to religious hatred. All
became grist for the journalistic mill.
Even as Sept. 11 boosted coverage of
religion, it buried virtually all news of
“hanging chads,” butterfly ballots and the
ephemera of a presidential election on
which our attention had once been riveted.
But the story o f the news consortium that
looked into the ballot mess and how it
dealt with 9/11 is still worth telling, as
Laura Parvey discovered. Another under
covered story, reported by Courtney
Lowery, was the traumatic effect that
reporting on horrific events, be they New
York City or Columbine High School, has
on
reporters
and
photographers.
Journalists’ hearts, too, need time to heal,
says Courtney.
Sometimes, as newsman/poet David
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Tucker describes so eloquently in his poem
on page 58, news is “stationed around the
horizon, ready as summer clouds to thun
der.” And sometimes, it pours down. Right
here in Missoula, the arson of a lesbian
couple’s home aroused the community’s
wrath, but the Missoulian’s reporting that
the women were possible suspects brought
down a hail of criticism on the newspaper,
as Paul Queneau reports. In Salt Lake
City, the proper metaphor would be snow,
as in Olympics, covered superbly for the
Missoulian by Rial Cummings and
reprised by him in a behind-the scenes
look at the quadrennial spectacle.
Near Helena, the death of Montana’s
young House majority leader in the crash
of an SUV driven by his best friend, Gov.
Judy Martz’ top aide, led to a storm over
public access to investigative documents,
as your editor relates. In San Francisco, a
different death — that of the
dot.com
newspaper,
The
Industry Standard — set off
its own deluge o f frenzied
reporters. Its editor, Jonathan
Weber, who has spent the
past semester here as T.
Anthony Pollner Visiting
Professor, writes about the
undelicious irony of becoming
a media target. And, as all
reporters know, news can be
found in a calm, windless day, in the
absence of expected developments. Sanjay
Talwani describes the non-arrival of digi
tal television in Montana, despite an FCC
deadline, and how technology is way
ahead of demand.
Finally, we have an excellent group of
profiles, from a young Hutterite woman
who explains her colony in a bi-weekly col
umn, interviewed by Samantha Sharp, to
Edward R. Murrow as mentor to long-time
CBS correspondent Bob Pierpoint. Sue
Ellison tells the case of Vanessa Leggett,
the Houston freelancer who spent a record
six months in prison for defying a subpoe
na. Dan D’Ambrosio profiles Jodi Rave
Lee, the first Native American affairs
reporter for Lee Newspapers (no relation).
Annie Siess tells the naked truth about JSchool
graduate Aline
Mosby
in
Hollywood. And last but not least, oneroom schools in Montana are photographi
cally portrayed in our traditional center
spread by photojournalism TA Oona
Palmer. Enjoy!
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A lin e JVlosby:
)Montana's Hollyw ood reporter
Dressed or not, Aline Mosby wrote truthful accounts of movie stars
from the view of a small-town Montana girl working in Hollywood

by

A n n e S u n d b e r g S ie s s

ould you do anything to get a story? How about
getting naked ... com pletely naked?
As a young H ollywood colum nist for the United Press
wire service, Aline M osby bared it all — with only a pen
cil and notebook in hand — to cover a 1953 convention o f
nudists outside Los Angeles.
The 1943 University o f M ontana School o f Journalism
graduate got naked to report on the story and two leg
endary actors — one known for the phrase, “Come on in,
Pilgrim ” and the other for being Playboy m agazine’s first
playmate — would not let her forget it.
After her story on the nudists went to print, John
Wayne hung a sign over his dressing room door that read
“Wayne’s N udist Cam p.” W hen M osby came to talk about
her new movie, M arilyn Monroe asked her if the flies
bothered her.
M osby detailed these experiences and m any other
Hollywood reporting adventures in an autobiographical
account titled “The Perils o f A line” for Collier’s magazine
in 1956. “I think I have a m ore truthful attitude toward
Hollywood, w orking as a newswom an for a wire service,”
M osby wrote in a letter trying to persuade a publisher to
transform her C ollier’s article into a book.
“M ost o f the stories and books written about Hollywood
have been by gossip columnists or fan m agazine-y writers
who have a different view point — one that I, for one,
think the public is tired of. M y point o f view is more o f a
journalist’s — and o f a young girl from a little town in
Montana w orking in this wacky community.”
M osby bequested The Perils o f Aline article to the UM
School o f Journalism upon her death in 1998.

w

(“The African Queen,” 1951) w here she sat tim idly
halfway across the room.
“Lissen, kid,” she recalled Bogie as saying. “Actors are
ju st like people. Look ‘em in the eye and bark back.”
Even as an experienced celebrity reporter, Mosby won
dered how she survived life in Hollywood. She wrote o f being
tongue-tied in the presence o f Clark Gable (“Gone with the
Wind,” 1939) and not knowing Arlene Dahl (“Slightly
Scarlet,” 1955) from Rhonda Fleming (“Gunfight at the OK
Coral,” 1957). During interviews, she recalled actor John
Carroll (“Hi Gaucho!,” 1936) insisting that his head be in her
lap. She remembered actor Rod Steiger (“In the Heat o f the
Night,” 1967) murmuring, “Your eyes keep saying ‘Please!’”
Mosby wrote that she was actually just sleepy.

Learning the beat
Interviewing movie stars was not what M osby had in
mind when she started at the United Press Los Angeles
office in 1945. She landed the job after the regular
Hollywood colum nist became pregnant.
The beat was not easy to master, according to Mosby.
In the beginning, she found the Hollywood mega-stars
intim idating and had to tour the movie studios by bus,
because she was too poor to buy a car.
She recalls an interview with actor Humphrey Bogart
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her national fame.
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Aline Mosby
Carlo (“The Ten Commandments,” 1956) refused to speak
to Mosby after she quoted a young police officer as saying
de Carlo was too old for him.
Bette Davis (“Dangerous,” 1935) extended the silent
treatment by objecting to Mosby^s attendance at a party.
Davis claimed Mosby misquoted her in a story. Mosby
wrote that this Hollywood-talk usually translates into, “I
wish I hadn’t said that.”

The good, the sad and the ugly

UM School of Journalism

Mosby using her interviewing skills with Ava Gardner.
In addition to putting up with the likes o f Carroll and
Steiger, she learned to deal with more subtle celebrity
quirks. Mosby wrote that it was a challenge to under
stand the sophisticated silence o f M arlene Dietrich
(“Morocco,” 1930), the m eaning behind thank you notes
from Joan Crawford (“Sudden Fear,” 1952) and the need
to talk about clothes to get information out o f Jennifer
Jones (“The Song o f Bernadette,” 1943).

Fearless nude reporting
Mosby wrote that her boss lamented that no female
reporter had ever reported on a nudist camp in native
attire — and she was “ordered to the front.” She was not
the least bit hesitant o f the assignment, but she did detail
the repercussions o f the experience.
First, she wrote o f getting sunburned in all the wrong
places and then bumping into a Los Angeles Times colum 
nist and several photographer colleagues — all in their
birthday suits.
“And I had thought the rest o f the press had covered
the convention days before!” M osby wrote. “We all
laughed weakly, taking care to keep our eyes skyward.”

Mosby wrote about the sad departures of Hollywood, as
well as its accomplishments. She covered the funerals of A1
Jolson, Carole Landis and Lionel Barrymore and, even though
she rarely knew the deceased, wrote that it was hard not to
feel sad. She added that publicists did not help the situation.
“It’s always a shock to go behind those beautiful flowers
at a Hollywood funeral to find the telephones, mimeo
graphed press releases and cases o f soda pop that mortuary
publicists leave for the press,” she wrote.
After admitting that press agents can give a reporter
story leads, she noted that there is more hate than love in
the press-agent-reporter relationship.
“They’re on my phone trying to get me to talk to their
clients all day long — nights, Sundays, when I’m in the
shower or on a desperate deadline,” Mosby wrote.
“They bombard us reporters with gifts, give cocktail par
ties, haul us off to movie previews and nightclub openings
and leave us crawling, limp and with circles beneath our
eyes, to the typewriter.”
She wrote that most columnists would write the same
stories without the mink-trimmed whisky jiggers, five
pigeons, 43 personalized ceramic ashtrays and other pres
ents they received.

High Hollywood expectations
“Many reluctant interviewees aren’t particularly shy,
but followers o f the theory that the press invades priva
cy,” Mosby wrote.
“These actors — often from the A ctor’s Studio in New
York — have accepted the philosophy o f ‘I’ll talk about my
work but not my personal life.’ A t first this awed me. But
later I decided they should stay out o f show business if
they don’t want the public, which gives them their living,
to know about them. How many actors beg us reporters to
write about them when they are beginners — but when
star billing arrives they shut the door in our faces!”
With her high expectations, Mosby had to suffer the
wrath o f angry readers. A mad actor, she wrote, is “worse
than eyeing those grizzly bears in M ontana.” Yvonne de
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Mosby posed with Mickey Rooney after an interview.
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Aline Mosby
From "T h e Perils o f A line,” by Aline M osby

Frank Sinatra
"From Here to Eternity,” 1953
“/ dutifully trotted behind the irritated Sinatra and asked him the
Forbidden Question — was he going to marry Ava Gardner? His fist stayed in
his pocket but he leaped into his chrome-trimmed, fin-tailed horseless carriage
and charged into us reporters, scattering us like pencil-holding chickens. I
nearly had a souvenir imprint o f Frankie’s fender to remember that story by.”

Marilyn Monroe
“Some Like It Hot,” 1959

UM School of Journalism

As a college student, Mosby was know
for her pep and pizazz.

^

m n the beginning o f the Perils
o f A line,
M osby
w rote,
“Journalistically speaking the show
business capital is, in my opinion,
the most colorful and adventurous
beat in the country.”
But Mosby’s Hollywood stint was
only the beginning o f her career. In
1959, she left Hollywood for Moscow
and Beijing, becom ing one o f the first
fem ale foreign correspondents. In
her book, “The View from No. 13
People’s Street,” she contradicted her
earlier opinion o f the show business
capital.
“Pounding out stories on Warsaw
Pact meetings and dogs and men
whirring around the earth is more
glamorous to me than all the inter
views I’ve had with stars like Elvis
Presley and Debbie Reynolds put
together,” she wrote.
Stories about Cold War spies, the
KGB,
nuclear
proliferation,
Khrushchev, and censorship make a
Los Angeles nudist convention look
like nothing.

“The beautiful blonde and I were sitting in the 20th Century Fox studio
commissary with a publicist and chatting about Marilyn’s controversial tight
dresses. She wound up the discussion by showing me how she tucks a fresh
flower in the plunging neckline.
“Then I put my pencil away and asked about that nude calendar the
Hollywood grapevine whispered she had posed for. Marilyn, erroneously
thinking she no longer was talking for print, confessed all in her wonderful
breathless voice. (Later she told me that after the first horrified gulp she was
glad the story finally was officially printed because ‘some people thought the
calendar was bad or something.’) ”

Jimmy Dean
"Rebel Without a Cause,” 1955
“The late Jimmy Dean was reluctant to be interviewed from the minute he
arrived in Hollywood. I was allowed on the set where he was working on
‘Rebel Without a Cause’ because I promised to do a serious interview.
“He stood with head bowed, occasionally peeking up at me like a wistful
puppy dog who would like to be friends but doesn’t know how. While I was
floundering for words to warm him up, Dean fortunately spotted my MG
sports car parked outside the studio. Jimmy, then at the peak o f his racing
career, hopped into the driver’s seat and immediately became talkative. We
tore around the curves o f a nearby park at 70 mph, while I tried to scribble his
quotes in my notebook. Unfortunately the notes were undecipherable. But
later he agreed to chat — in unmovable chairs over lunch. ”

Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis
comedians
“One Dean Martin-Jerry Lewis interview was utter chaos. They tied a rope
around me, stuffed sugar cubes between by teeth and left me sitting while they
had a battle with water pistols. Another trick o f theirs during restaurant
interviews is to make a sling-shot out o f a napkin and pelt the other patrons
with pats o f butter.”

Anne Sundburg Siess has her undergraduate degree in computer information systems and is currently
working on a master's in journalism. She hopes to pursue a career in business journalism and to one
day work for CNBC.
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THE J O U R N A L I S T
ctwel tk e IvMvwcivv respewse
Journalists covering tragedies have little time to feel, react or grieve,
which can lead to Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder

B y C o u r t n e y Lo w e r y

oumalists are supposed
to be observers, listeners,
common storytellers. But sometimes,
the stories they tell can take a silent
toll on the reporter. Sometimes objec
tive detachment from an emotional
story isn’t humanly possible.
It wasn’t possible for Pete Chronis
when he was covering the school shootings
in Littleton, Colo., for the Denver Post.
When two students walked into
Columbine High School on April 20,
1999 and murdered 16 people, includ
Courtesy of The Denver Post
ing themselves, Chronis’ beat assign Media prepare for a press briefing from Steve Davis o f the Jefferson County Sheriff
ment changed. Chronis, who was then a Department at Clement Park in Littleton, Colo.
general assignment reporter and is now
an editorial writer, was sent to the
put the spotlight on how the news affects phone with sources in the World Trade
Center when the planes hit. Imagine
homes of victims’ families like his other the news gatherers themselves.
colleagues. These are interviews he will
Sept. 11 was a catalyst for media what it felt like when the phones went
never forget.
analysts, psychologists and managers of dead.
Cratis Hippocrates, former head of
“It really got to people,” he said. “It the press to encourage journalists to be
really kind of tore you up inside.”
aware that the emotions they feel when journalism at Queenland University of
Reporters are programmed to take in on assignment are natural and real and Technology in Australia, studied jour
nalists who covered a 1998 tsunami in
tragedy, collect the facts, pour them into need to be dealt with.
black and white and give them to the
Journalists were behind rescue Papua New Guinea, which killed about
public. They are trained to not get emo workers and public servants as the 3,000 people. Hippocrates said trauma
tional, to not break down, to hold out busiest people in the nation Sept. 11. is a real thing in a newsroom, but it is
and do their job. Oftentimes, they are They were called in on their days off often ignored.
“Journalists have a history of denial.
unable to let themselves react to the sto and worked around the clock dissemi
ries they are covering.
nating the news. When did they get a There is a perception that you are
“While you’re working on a story, you chance to react to the attacks as unprofessional if you can’t handle it,”
have to have a certain detachment to humans?
Hippocrates said. “Journalists claim
concentrate on your job,” Chronis said.
“News people try to pretend they’re they are unaffected, but this false
However, the age-old image of the tough hard-boiled,” Chronis said. “We’re not.”
bravado takes its toll.”
reporter has recently been under scrutiny
That toll can sometimes lead to PostJust imagine being one o f the
as more professionals working in the press Reuters reporters who were on the Traumatic Stress Disorder.
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Human Responses
Ikimulisa Sockwell-Mason, a 15-year
veteran reporter for the New York Post,
thought she was emotionally ready for
everything. She’d seen it all, she told
Editor and Publisher Magazine.
“I’ve always been able to detach
myself from a story,” she said.
But when she started covering sto
ries from Ground Zero, she knew she
was wrong this time. She said the
stress didn’t start showing up for four
days, a common time for symptoms of
PTSD to flare.
Other journalists reported similar
symptoms after Sept. 11 — trouble
sleeping, agitation and uncontrollable
weeping.
Although Sept. 11 brought many of the
emotional effects of covering tragedy to
the forefront, a reporter doesn’t have to be
covering the devastation o f what is
referred to as the “Big Three” (Columbine,
Oklahoma City and New York City) to
develop PTSD or other effects.
A study done at the University of
Tulsa showed 78.7 percent o f a sample
of more than 3,700 journalists had cov
ered at least one event involving death
or injury on the scene, with 20 percent
reporting they had watched someone
being hurt or killed.
O f those surveyed, 70 percent said
they experienced intense horror, dis
gust, fear or helplessness during their
most stressful assignment.
The top three most stressful assign
ments were about a dead or injured child,
murder and motor vehicle accidents.

By covering these events, journal
ists, much like the rescue workers who
respond, are vulnerable to going
through severe emotional stress. A
study of 130 journalists in Michigan
and Washington announced that the
rate of PTSD in journalists is only sec
ond to the rate in firefighters.
Researchers are now looking at
advice traditionally given to rescue
workers to set up support and tips for
journalists.
Frank Ochberg, former associate
director of the National Institute of
Mental Health and current chair of the
executive o f the Dart Center for
Journalism and Trauma at the
University of Washington, describes
PTSD as three reactions all at once.
These reactions come when a person
experiences an event that terrifies, hor
rifies or renders him helpless. The reac
tions include recurring, intrusive recol
lections, emotional numbing and fear
that affect sleep, security and concen
tration, Ochberg said.
By definition, PTSD is the reoccur
rence of these symptoms for over a month.
And journalists do not have to bear
witness to a tragedy to feel the effects of
PTSD or other forms of emotional trau
ma. In fact, many journalists, like
Chronis, can be disturbed through
empathy.
Oklahoman managing editor Joe
Hight describes this empathy as the
“Wall Effect.”
“Like a tennis ball thrown against a

Courtesy of The Denver Post

Distraught students gather at a triage site for the mass shooting at Columbine
High School.
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Denver Post reporter Pete Chronis
covered the 1999 school shootings.
wall, the victim’s emotion, all that grief,
can bounce back and absorb the person
facing the victims — the journalist,”
Hight wrote in a Web article offering
tips in covering disasters.
Hight was involved in the coverage
of the Edmond Post Office massacre in
1986, the Oklahoma City bombing in
1995 and the outbreak of tornadoes in
1999.
He recommends offering individual
counseling and even group debriefings
in the newsrooms as well as encourag
ing journalists to get out of the news
room, take breaks and try to return to
normalcy through hobbies or gettogethers after a long stint of coverage.
Since the Sept. 11 attacks, height
ened attention has been given in news
rooms to helping journalists deal with
the stresses that accompany covering
tragedy. Editors have set up counseling
sessions for newsroom employees,
reporters have formed support groups
and as time goes by, many journalists
are realizing they cannot ignore the
emotions running through them just
because they are members of the press.
The Dart Center for Journalism and
Trauma is one of the leading think tanks
exploring the effects covering stressful
assignments can have on journalists. The
center is devoted to educating journalists
on PTSD and how to deal with trauma in
the newsroom. The center’s most recent
project is setting up a facility in New York
City to help journalists deal with the
trauma of the Sept. 11 attacks. The tem-
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Human Responses
The National Center for
PTSD recommends the
following tips for rescue
workers during disasters:
•D evelop a “buddy” system .
Discuss em otions and provide
support and encouragem ent for
co-w orkers.
•Take care o f you rself physically.
Eat sm all m eals and exercise
regularly.
•Take frequent breaks w h en you
feel your stam ina, coordination,
or tolerance for irritation dim in
ishing.
•D efuse briefly after troubling
incidents.
poraiy office is funded by the University
of
Washington’s
School
of
Communications through a $250,000
grant.
“If you are an observer, it doesn’t
matter how hard you try to be objective
— you talk to survivors, police and res
cuers, this begins to take toll on your
own emotional well-being. You are shar
ing everybody else’s pain without a
chance to address your own,” Simpson
told the Seattle Times.
Like many journalists, after covering
the Columbine beat day-in and day-out,
the reality of the stories started to take
its toll on Chronis and the rest of the
newsroom. Management had set up
counseling services for those working
the beat, but Chronis felt the need to
take it a step further. He organized a
wake for all of the journalists working
the shooting. For many of them, he said,
it was the only way to express feelings
of sadness after all the suffering they
had witnessed.
The New York Times had a unique
challenge after the terrorist attacks, con
sidering some of the reporters working
Sept. 11 had family or friends in the World
Trade Center. Staff support took on a
whole new meaning for management. The

Times’ weekly newsletter swelled to 22 real picture, not just some cardboard
pages, complete with a list of missing fam cut-out of a person,” Chronis said.
Journalists are the chroniclers of his
ily members of the Times’ staff.
“How easy it is for us to think of tory. What is history without pictures of
news as something that happens only to struggle, emotion and snapshots of the
someone else. How easy to forget that human spirit? If journalists are condi
we are human, and that this time, we tioned to cover up emotion and hold
are the victims as well as the story back empathy, history will be cold and
sterile.
tellers,” the newsletter began.
As Ochberg wrote, the recognition of
Today, editors are faced with a new
task. Their jobs no longer just entail these emotions, including PTSD,
assigning and overseeing news content. “enhances not only a reporter’s profes
They are now forced to deal with the sionalism but also the degree of humannews in a different way — they must itarianism brought to every victim
manage how their journalists are deal interview.”
Today, Chronis continues to remem
ing with the news itself.
And the best way to do that is to ber his days covering the Columbine
allow journalists to feel and express shootings. It is not a matter of getting
over it, he said, but a matter of remem
emotions while covering tragedy.
Journalists cannot slip into robot mode bering it. With every release of new
to achieve the highest level of objectivi information, he re-visits his days in the
ty, because they will either become living rooms of families struck by
numb from ignoring emotions or trau tragedy.
He still watches for coverage on the
matized by bottling them up.
Journalists should remind them kids injured in the shootings, and fol
selves that they don’t have to be super lows their progress. And those who died
human during tragedy. Researches say will always affect him, as a journalist
journalists should attempt to get their and a human.
The pain a journalist feels after cov
normal amount of sleep, cut down on
ering a tragedy like Columbine contin
caffeine intake and avoid alcohol use.
ues.
They also encourage humor.
“I really still feel for those families,”
And possibly the most important
thing journalists should remember is to Chronis said. “That will never go away.”
allow themselves to embrace their
sources as humans.
Not only does the
journalist benefit
by de-numbing and
dealing with those
very real emotions,
but society gets a
more accurate pic
ture of the news as
well.
“You have to
feel something for
the people you are
covering.
That
way, you don’t
have an image of
Courtesy of The Denver Post
somebody that is
Four youths kneel and pray for Columbine High School vic
not who they real
tims on top o f a hill to the west o f the school.
ly are. You get the

Courtney Lowery, a senior in journalism, is the editor o f the Montana Kaimin at the University o f
Montana. She will be working at the Chronicle o f Higher Education in Washington D.C. for the summer
and hopes to continue in magazines after graduation in December. In her rare free time, she enjoys
fly-fishing, hiking and biking.
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From journalist to media target
When the dot.com bubble burst, and its biggest
chronicler — The Industry Standard — collapsed,
the press came calling
in what was then known as the “New
Economy.” But as the top editor, co
founder and de facto number-two per
son at the company, I was also a busi
don’t always answer my cell
ness
executive and one o f the main
phone, and as I drove down
spokesmen not only for the
Geary Street in San
magazine, but for the larger
Francisco one W ednesday
entity known as Standard
afternoon last August, I was
Media International.
especially eager not to talk to
And the Standard — first
anyone. But I was expecting
because o f our unprecedented
a personal call so I picked up
success, and then because of
the phone, only to be greeted
our dram atic collapse —
by the one person in the
turned out to be a pretty big
world I least wanted to hear
story.
from — Matt Rose o f The
The experience o f being on
Wall Street Journal.
the receiving end of journal
I braced for what I knew
ism was at once entertaining
was coming; Matt had heard
and ego-gratifying, frustrat
a rumor that my magazine,
ing and sometimes infuriat
The Industry Standard, was
ing. As a veteran journalist, I
going out o f business, and he
figured I knew all the tricks,
wanted to know if it was true.
and thus would be able to
It was indeed true. Just
handle
the
press
more
the day before, after months
shrewdly
than
most.
I
knew
o f acrim onious efforts to
Courtesy of Jonathan Weber
there were lim its on the
agree on a new financing plan Jonathan Weber, editor-in-chief o f The Industry Standard
degree to which the coverage
for our once-high-flying busi from 1998 to 2001, works in his San Francisco office.
could really be “managed,”
ness weekly, the owners had
— to my great surprise — decided to to hear it from us and not from the but I was also very aware o f the
throw in the towel. The timing could press. But i f we started calling impact the media could have on our
not have been worse, as the entire staffers at home right away, that fortunes, and I was determined to
company was on a mandatory vaca would make it more likely that the make the best o f it.
From the very start we were pret
tion that week. In a fit o f stupidity, news would break on the Internet
we had decided to try to sit on the that night. We decided to call as ty good at creating buzz, thanks to
news until the following Monday so many people as we could the next the charisma o f our founder and CEO
morning and hope that it would hold John Battelle, and the fact that we
that we could tell the staff in person.
Now the game was up, and all I until Matt, a good reporter, could were in part about the future o f the
media itself. Though the launch of
could do was buy time. I told Matt break it on Friday in the Journal.
the
magazine in 1998 was greeted
that I couldn’t discuss the situation
with
a great deal of skepticism, we
n
the
short
but
eventful
life
of
or comment in any way. At the same
were
happy that people were taking
The
Industry
Standard,
I’d
time, I tried to determine if he knew
notice
at all.
grown
accustomed
to
this
roleenough to run a story in the next
When
we hit our stride in early 1999,
reversal.
I’d
been
a
reporter
and
edi
day’s paper. It was late in the day in
we
began
to get some positive coverage,
tor
my
whole
career,
and
as
the
editor
New York, close to the Journal’s dead
which
in
turn
helped us do even better.
in
chief
o
f
the
magazine,
I
was
first
line, and Matt indicated that he was
n’t in a position to file that night. As I and foremost a journalist — and we Pretty soon we were anointed the hot
hung up, I prayed that no one else took pride in being the toughest, most new magazine, the media poster-kids
had the story. Then I called Alissa skeptical, most hard-nosed journalists for the Internet revolution. Cheery proby

J onathan We b e r

I

Neil, our outstanding public relations
director, to figure out a plan.
We knew we had only a day, at
best, before the news would be out,
and we desperately wanted the staff

I
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Media Target
Another thing: the mechanics o f
knew that being a symbol can be
laying people off are time-consuming.
dangerous, and that w e’d probably
In d u s t r y S t a n d a r d
Once you decide to lay o ff a certain
get m ore than our share o f arrows
num ber o f people you then have to
w hen the air in evitably
came out o f the dot-com
decide w ho, exactly. Once you ’ve
B w % t h e i n d u s t r y
decided who, you have to decide how
bubble. But ju s t as we
an ticipated the Internet you’re going to tell them. You have to
bust
w ith ou t get checks cut, arrange outplacement
an ticip atin g its
services,
train
the
m anagers
involved and figure out a way to reas
scale or ferocity,
ndustry tandard we anticipated sure the people who are not losing
the media back their jobs.
lash
w ithout
W hat this m eant in practice was
RETAILING
u
n
d
e
r
s
t
a
n
d
in
g
that
every time we had a layoff —
KMART VS.
W A LJA R T
ju st how painful
and because o f the dram atic and
and dam aging it unprecedented speed o f the fall-off in
CUBA SI
our business, we had to do it four
would
be.
THE NETS LAST
After a gravity-defying run
The
shift tim es — word would leak out that
FRONTIER
the Internet business is falling back to earth
som ething w as about to happen
began when we
Now we’ll see what’s really new
FINANCE 1 8 H 1 about the—new economy.
before
it actually happened. Nothing
had
to
shut
down
WHEN BIG TECH
will
send
a staff into a panic like a
the
spin-off
m
ag
GOES VC
story on CNN saying that a bunch o f
azine G rok in
PLAYBOY
the fall o f 2000 , people are going to be laid o ff a week
CHATTING
from Thursday. I couldn’t deny the
about six months
WITH H EF
story if it was true, but I wouldn’t do
after the stock
files appeared in
anyone any favors by saying that
m arket started
numerous national
“yes, indeed, som ething terrible is
to crumble, Grok
publications,
going to happen in the near future
was a good read
including Time and
and I’ll get back to you later with the
Business Week. Battelle and I were fre but definitely one o f our dum ber
details.”
business
concepts,
and
its
closing
quently quoted as authorities on the
As a journalist, I was constitution
impact o f technology and the Internet. was seen as the first sign that all was
ally
in favor o f leaks. But as a m an
not
w
ell
at
Standard
M
edia
We had high-profile conferences, a busy
ager,
the leaks drove me insane. I
International. By this tim e we were
Web site, unique and popular e-mail
newsletters, and a vision for how we prom inent on the radar screens o f spent enorm ous am ounts o f tim e
were going to create a new kind o f media beat reporters at the Journal,
responding to bits and pieces o f infor
media company.
The New York Times, The New York mation — sometimes accurate, som e
There were o f course occasional Daily News, the New York Post, the times not — that appeared in the
press. I held a staff m eeting one day
snipes, and reporters who didn’t get
San Francisco Chronicle, the San
it, but mostly the news about The Jose Mercury, the wire services and to talk about what was happening
Standard was all good. And why not?
w ith the business,
all the media trades, ________________ _____________
We had a great story to tell, and we
and they began to
and barely two hours
As a journalist, I was later things I said at
had the facts to back it up: soaring thrill at the scent o f
revenues, must-read status in the trouble. The fact constitutionally in favor the m eeting w ere
world’s hottest industries, increasing that we were so cel
quoted, verbatim, in
of leaks. But as
success in recruiting top talent and
ebrated made any
The
W all
Street
a manager, the leaks
producing top-notch stories. When
Journal’s online edi
story about prob
drove me insane.
the worst thing someone can write lems all that much
tion. I had always
about you is that you invited too
more enticing.
tried to be very open
many people to your anniversary
w ith
inform ation,
The real torture
party and thus had to make some
began in early 2001 , when falling rev but it’s one thing to be open with
guests w ait outside (lesson: don’t enues forced us to begin cutting the employees and quite another to be
ever make a reporter wait outside) staff. There is really no good way to open to the world. Suddenly, I could
you know you ’re in pretty good
handle news o f a layoff. As a private n’t talk to staff anymore or send
shape.
company we were under no obligation to around an email for fear o f seeing my
We were fully aware o f the fact
announce them, but o f course journal words in print. The media attention
that we were becom ing a symbol, a ists are the world’s biggest gossips so forced me to be more secretive at pre
bellwether, a m arker o f where this
the news was certain to get out there. If cisely the time people most needed
whole Internet thing was going. The you announce them you call attention to information.
media needs symbols like that, and layoffs. If you don’t, you stand accused
I was personally very hurt by the
we were happy to oblige. We also o f trying to hide something.
leaks. We had a great group o f people

Standard
I

S

THE END OF THE

BEGINNING
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who liked and respected each other
very much, and who generally saw
themselves as part o f a team; I could
n’t understand why someone would
intentionally do things that would be
damaging to the organization. The
leaks could be damaging indeed: the
media business is very perceptiondriven, and advertisers don’t want to
be associated with a publication that
is perceived to be failing.
Everytim e
a
negative
story
appeared — and as the spring wore
on the stories were not only speculat
ing about layoffs, but raising
questions about a possible sale o f the
company and generally questioning
our financial viability — the sales
team would be forced into a frantic
round o f damage control. Largely
because o f the Internet and sites like
Jim Romenesko’s Media News, any
story published anywhere was imme
diately seen by everyone.
I thought hard about who might be
the source o f the leaks, partly
because I was getting a lot o f heat
from managers in other departments
who were convinced — probably cor
rectly — that the leaks were coming
from the editorial staff. I had a few
hunches, but how to find out for sure?
Should we start reading email, or
going through phone logs? We never
seriously considered any o f this, but I
could now see how well-intentioned
managers might, in the heat o f the
moment, be drawn to unsavory
actions.
As the business continued to dete
riorate through the spring o f 2001 —
we had to shut down the European
edition, and our once-phonebooksized U.S. magazine was beginning to
look more like a pamphlet — the
press really started to dig in. We were
no longer a symbol o f the the promise
o f the new economy. We became a
symbol o f the disastrous collapse not
just o f the dot-coms, but o f much o f
the technology and telecommunica
tions industries. Now no piece o f bad
news seemed too small. I was fielding
calls from major newspapers about
rumors that two people had been
fired in the information and technol
ogy department. Could this possibly
be news?
On the whole, o f course, the bad
press was on the mark; the company

2002 MJR
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was in fact in deep trouble. But as the
feeding frenzy gained momentum,
stuff that was patently ridiculous
began to appear. One day there was a
report in a publication called The
Daily Deal that we were discussing a
merger with a rival publication. This
was totally untrue, and the reporter
hadn’t even bothered to call anyone
at The Standard. Still, I had to spend

-----------------------------

Media Target

especially came home to me one day
when The New York Times para
phrased me as saying that “The
Standard was in crisis, but not dead
yet.” I had said nothing o f the kind.
In fact, I hadn’t even spoken to the
reporter, only sent a short e-mail, and
thus I even had proof that I’d said
nothing o f the kind. The comment
was in about the 15th graph o f a rel

Courtesy of Jonathan Weber

Jonathan Weber, right, chats with John Battelle, CEO o f Standard Media
International, at The Industry Standard’s launch party in April 1998.
the better part o f two days assuring
the staff and the media horde that
there was nothing to it. One reporter
demanded to know: “Well, if there’s
nothing to it, why is it on the front
page o f The Daily Deal?” Other publi
cations did full-blown analyses o f the
non-event, with the excuse that even
if it wasn’t true it could be interesting
to consider what such a thing might
mean.
While I had friendly relationships
with many o f the reporters who cov
ered us, a certain amount o f gratu
itous hostility began to emerge as
well. When I insisted to one reporter
that we had no plans for layoffs
beyond the ones we had already
announced, she snarled: “Can you
guarantee me that there aren’t going
to be any additional layoffs?” I told
her to go ask her own boss for such a
guarantee.
The power o f Romenesko’s site

atively minor story that was mostly
about a golf magazine, and it would
have passed largely unnoticed were it
not for the Rom enesko headline:
“Industry Standard chief says maga
zine is in crisis,” or something close
to that.
This incident also provided a rude
reminder o f how people tend to get
treated when they are wronged by
the press. Our majority owner was
very upset by my alleged comment in
the Times, so I decided I needed to
seek a formal correction. Since the email spoke for itself — and since I
knew the relevant New York Times
editor personally — I assumed this
would be no problem. Wrong. He said
the reporter had said that I had said
something like that in previous con
versations and thus they w eren’t
going to do anything. When I protest
ed that I hadn’t spoken to this
reporter in at least a month, he said
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Media Target '
he would look into it again, and came
back with the same answer. If this
was how The Times treated me, a
peer, I shuddered to think how they
would react to a powerless stranger.
Even if no one had written a word
about us, these would have been very
difficult times for me and everyone
else at The Standard. But the public
attention to our woes certainly made
matters worse, both for me personal
ly and for the business. I tried to be
philosophical about it — I certainly
understood what was going on and
why, and it really w asn’t the m edia’s
fault that our business was in trou
ble. But when the press screwed up,
or spun something in a way that I
didn’t think was fair, it still made me
furious. This was schadenfreude, bigtime. We had the gall to challenge the
established media, poach reporters
and editors, pay big salaries and
swagger around like we were smarter
than everyone else. Now we were
going to be punished.
knew the news o f our bank
ruptcy would be a big story, but
the am ount o f attention it
received still came as a shock.
than 24 hours after my conversation
with Matt Rose, the trade publication
Advertising Age reported on its Web
site that there were rumors we were
going to be shut down. Around the
same time the Journal, unable to
hold its exclusive for the print edi
tion, published its story online.
Within minutes my phone was ring
ing off the hook. Soon there were
reporters and TV crews congregating
outside the office.
There were a lot o f sensitive issues
around some basic questions. How
could we have gone from smash suc
cess to bankruptcy in less than a
year? Who was to blame? I w asn’t
entirely sure how I would respond;
it’s noble to take responsibility, and
yet there were many people — most
o f them out o f the spotlight — who
were at fault. Fortunately, for that
day at least, most reporters weren’t

I

going too deep on this. We were a
symbol o f the Internet bust, and thus
our failure was a result — and an
indicator — o f ju st how complete a
bust it was. If you ever wondered
whether this new economy thing was
all hype, well, what more evidence do
you need? The voice o f the new econ
om y itself was heading for Chapter

that Battelle and I were not going to
be made the scapegoats.
I did feel that a lot o f what was
written at the end was shallow and
simplistic, reliant on easy symbolism
— free-w heeling dot-com kids get
their comeuppance — rather than
sophisticated, in-depth reporting. The
Washington Post piece — written by a
11!
reporter who not only had never read
The stories were a mixed bag,
The Standard but had never even
inevitably, but most o f the major pub heard o f it before the bankruptcy —
lications got most o f it right (Matt was the classic o f this breed: clueless
Rose’s story was
about the business
probably
the
issues,
riddled
We were a symbol of the
best). I could
with mistakes, and
Internet bust, and thus our
take some solace
yet ready to make
from the fact
all kinds o f judg
failure was a result —
that many o f the
m
ents.
The
and an indicator — of just
pieces
talked
Inside.com
piece
how complete a bust it was.
about how we
(also published in
were known for If you ever wondered whether the trade m aga
this new economy thing was
our high-quality
zine Folio) was
jou rn a lism and
probably the best
all hype, well, what more
thus it was dou
of
the
post
evidence do you need?
bly
shocking
m ortem s — good
that we w ere
enough that when
goin g down. A
it beat the Journal
couple o f days later the Times ran an to the punch, the Jour-nal story was
editorial, which captured our rise killed.
Less
and fall extraordinarily well, and
Through all o f this I always tried
even complimented me by name. The
to rem ind m yself not to be thintruth is that we probably got more
skinned, to take the good with the
attention in death than we deserved bad, to remember that reporters were
— partly because it was a slow sum doing their jobs and that some were
mer news day, but because we were
going to be better than others.
such a convenient symbol. But it still
I didn’t live up to this as well as I’d
made us feel better.
have hoped. I know perfectly well
It w asn’t all over yet, though.
that subjects o f stories always think
Some stories were going to dig deeper,
that what’s written about them is
and assign blame. The fact was that shallow and simplistic. It’s sometimes
we had made many mistakes as man the job o f the media to simplify, and
agers, but the owners o f the company even to create symbolic representa
had screwed up even worse and driv tions o f larger issues. In many ways
en us out o f business when it wasn’t the Standard got a great ride from
really necessary. A furious round o f the press, and I know I got mad about
public finger-pointing broke out, and things that were published far more
the emotions o f the moment made it often than I should have. But it was
hard to keep a level head. By late certainly instructive to be on the
August there were three major pieces other side o f the fence, to feel the
in the w orks — one by The
impact o f the way the press goes
Washington Post, one by the Journal,
about its business. If nothing else it
and one by the m edia Web site will, I hope, make me a better jour
Inside.com — and I was determined nalist.

As editor-in-chief o f The Industry Standard, Jonathan Weber was at the center o f the Internet boom and
the ensuing bust. Weber has won numerous awards and has been recognized as one o f the most influen
tial business journalists in the country by several publications. He was the first T. Anthony Pollner
Visiting Professor at The University o f Montana during spring semester 2002.
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Hashing out the right to know
When a prominent Montanan politician was killed in a car accident
some news media sued for and won access to investigation files —
but that doesn't settle the on-going battle for the Right to Know

,

steakhouse
that
fateful night.
Even
after
he violent death o f a promi Hedges was deter
Frequently Asked Questions: A guide
nent politician is front-page mined to be the
for journalists and citizens
news wherever it happens, driver, a week after
the ocrash,
and con
but rumors that swirl in the wake
f
victed on Oct. 10 of
tragedy are just as predictable.
Such was the case when Montana negligent homicide
House Majority Leader Paul Sliter, R- after a guilty plea,
Somers, died in a single-car rollover on Lewis and Clark
Attorney
a mountain road near Helena last County
August 15. At 32, he was already a vet Leo Gallagher was
tighteran of four legislative terms. The unusually
lipped
about
the
driver turned out to be his best friend,
27-year-old Shane Hedges, Gov. Judy crash investigation.
call
we
Martz’ chief policy advisor, whom she “Every
regarded as “my son.” Both men were made was referred
to
Gallagher,”
drunk.
The political wunderkinder had recalled Kathleen
Lee
been on their way back down to the McLaughlin,
State
Bureau
capital city from a GOP energy strate
And
gy meeting at a favorite mountain reporter.
watering hole in nearby Marysville, an Gallagher, citing a
old mining town. Hedges lost control of request by Sliter’s
Courtesy of UM School of Journalism
his SUV. Sliter, who was not wearing a widow Elaine to The Montana Journalism Review and the Freedom of
seatbelt, was thrown from the vehicle keep the records Information Hotline offer the guide Access in Montana” to
confidential, wasn’t better educate journalists and citizens about public access to
and killed when it rolled over him.
Although reporters were able to talking, even after state and local government.
obtain basic information about the he closed the inves
seemed equally obvious. As her lawyer
fatal crash in the days following, there tigation on Dec. 5.
For reporters, the need to examine explained, she didn’t want to have her
was clearly more to the story. Hedges
the
crash investigation files seemed baby daughter someday read the horri
was unable or unwilling to recall the
obvious.
“Given the public interest and ble details of her father’s death. The
details, including whether he had been
the
concerns
about this tragic event, news media, however, had specifically
driving. Rumors bounced around — of
cocaine use, of a drag race down the which has been fraught with rumors omitted from their request any autop
dirt road, o f the governor tampering and hearsay, the record should be set sy or accident-scene photos.
To resolve the issue of access,
straight,” Dave Shors, editor of the
with evidence.
Gallagher
invited the news media to
Helena
Independent-Record,
told
In the months that followed, the
sue
him
for
the information. Under the
McLaughlin.
“The
conduct
of
the
pub
accident would shake the Martz
state’s
Criminal
Justice Information
lic
officials
involved
in
the
events
of
administration to its foundation. But
the accident would also trigger a clas that evening and the days that fol Act, a district court could order the
sic joust between journalists and pub lowed is a proper matter for public crash investigation files released by
finding that “the demands of individ
lic officials over the public’s right to scrutiny.”
ual privacy do not clearly exceed the
For
Elaine
Sliter,
who
was
soon
know, involving choices of strategy as
merits of public disclosure.”
appointed
to
fill
Paul’s
House
seat,
the
crucial in their own way as the policy
And sue him they did — 11 daily
need
to
maintain
some
confidentiality
choices pondered at the Marysville
by

C lem W o r k
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Right to K now
is being investigat
and weekly news
ed for misconduct,
papers in the state,
the public’s right to
led
by
the
know trumps the
Independentindividual’s right
Record, as well as
to keep that infor
The
Associated
mation secret. The
Press,
the
Bozeman
Daily
M o n t a n a
N e w s p a p e r
Chronicle
won
Association
and
access in 1993 to
the
Montana
the county attor
T e l e v i s i o n
ney’s files on a city
Network, with sta
police officer who
tions in Butte,
resigned after an
Missoula, Billings
investigation
of
and Great Falls.
allegations that he
" We have a very strong
The public and
raped a female law
constitution,
and this case
press, they argued,
enforcement acade
would have been a
have a constitu
my cadet while he
slam dunk.”
tional
right
to
was off-duty. “Such
examine case files
alleged misconduct
Jim Strauss
involving the con
went directly to the
editort Great Falls Tribune police
duct o f public offi
officer’s
cials, particularly
breach o f his posi
where the investi
tion o f public trust
gation is complete
(and) therefore this conduct is a proper
and there are no further charges pend matter for public scrutiny,” Justice
ing.
Nelson wrote for a unanimous court.
There was one notable absence
The problem, however, is that the
among Montana’s major news media. laws controlling the release o f criminal
The Great Falls Tribune had chosen justice information are weighted heav
not to join in the suit because its edi ily in favor o f privacy and against
tors and the newspaper’s lawyer want access. “This blanket presumption
ed to make a bigger point: Not only against access ought to be challenged
that the press and public have a con as
unconstitutional,”
says
the
stitutional right to such documents, Tribune’s lawyer, Mike Meloy o f
but that the statutory scheme that Helena, him self a form er House
forces the public and press to sue for Majority Leader. To gain access, the
access to information is unconstitu public or the press have to go to court
tional. But in order to make that big to secure a right they already have. By
ger point, they knew the case would relieving the agency holding the infor
have to be heard and decided by the mation o f any obligation to balance
state Supreme Court, a process that documents’ public value against what
might take as long as two years.
ever privacy interests there are in
“We have a very strong constitution, keeping them secret, adds Meloy,
and this case would have been a slam many documents are unnecessarily
dunk,” said Jim Strauss, editor o f the kept secret because it’s expensive and
Tribune.
intimidating to file a lawsuit to uncov
He has a case. Under Article II, er them.
Section 9 o f the 1972 Constitution,
Faced with joining the lawsuit,
called the Right to Know, “No person which meant buying into the go-toshall be deprived o f the right to exam court-for-every-document scheme writ
ine documents or observe the delibera ten into state law, the Tribune decided
tions o f all public bodies or agencies of to sit this one out. “We thought about
state government and its subdivisions, filing another suit, but that would
except in cases where the demand o f have ju st m uddied the waters,”
individual privacy clearly exceeds the Strauss recalled. “So we stayed on the
merits o f public disclosure.”
sidelines.” For Helena lawyer Jim
Recent state high court opinions Reynolds, representing the news
have made it pretty clear that when a media in the suit, the Hedges case may
state government official or employee not have promised the nirvana o f con
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stitutional clarity but it presented
some pretty juicy issues nonetheless:
Do survivors have a right o f privacy (of
information about the deceased)? Are
autopsy documents public or not?
Litigating the case, with the almost
inevitable appeal to the state supreme
court, could have provided answers —
hopefully favorable — to such ques
tions.
But this politically charged case
was not fated to be the vehicle for
answering such questions. The lawsuit
was quickly turning into a three-way
wrangle between the media, County
Attorney Gallagher and lawyers for
Elaine Sliter. Gallagher wanted to
withhold names o f witnesses at the
accident scene who were not public
employees, to protect their privacy.
Sliter and her lawyer Mark Taylor
wanted to keep out all descriptions of
her husband’s fatal injuries. All the
more reason for the Tribune not to step
out on the dance floor. “We had no rea
son to negotiate with government offi
cials, and by negotiating, we would set
a precedent for further negotiations,”
explained Strauss.
That w asn’t the way the news
media in the lawsuit saw it. “I didn’t
necessarily disagree (with the consti
tutional challenge),” said Chuck
Johnson, chief o f the Lee State Bureau.
“But we wanted to get the records as
soon as possible. It was important for
the public to know how public officials
(at the crash site) responded.”
Negotiation would serve a practical
purpose o f getting the information to
the public while it was news.
Gallagher suggested to District
Judge Thomas Honzel that he cancel a
hearing and sort out the competing
interests himself. Instead, Honzel
turned the job o f editing the 400-page
investigative file back to Gallagher
and the other lawyers. With Gallagher
w ielding a yellow highlighter and
Taylor a green one — to indicate words
or passages they wanted to edit out —
and the media lawyers, Reynolds and
partner Kim Wilson, trying to reduce
the green and yellow text as much as
possible, the negotiations went on for
nearly a month. In the end, Johnson
said, “We got 99 percent o f what we
wanted.”
On Feb. 13,2002, the redacted inves
tigative file was released to the print. It
was not a pretty picture. Investigators
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clearly were focused on suspicions that ants, Jim Innocenzi and John Maddox
some of Hedges’ and Sliter’s drinking — had denied any improper actions.
Editorial reaction was predictably
companions, top state officials and
GOP consultants advising Gov. Martz strong. “Wednesday’s revelations call
may have lied to witnesses at the acci into question the integrity of (the) gov
dent scene, denying that they even ernor and some of her top aides,” said
knew Sliter and trying to hide the fact the Billings Gazette. “In the court of
that Hedges was involved by saying public opinion, these eyewitness
charges of cover-up
Sliter was driving
diminish
public
solo. Some wit
confidence in gov
nesses
also
ernment.” Said the
claimed
Hedges
Missoulian:
himself had said
“However
you
he wasn’t driving.
interpret
the
evi
Rumors of racing
dence
...
it
contains
and drug use were
few examples of
put to rest.
admirable behavior
The files did
on the part of any
confirm, however,
o f the principals.
that Gov. Martz
You
get a clear
had later that
sense
that
the
morning “out o f
trauma
and
pro
motherly concern”
found tragedy were
taken
Hedges
not quite enough to
f,/t
was
important
for
from St. Peter’s
make some of them
the
public
to
know
how
Hospital to the
forget altogether
public
officials
(at
the
G o v e r n o r ’ s
the political impli
crash
site)
responded.
”
Mansion
before
cations.” And for
Hedges could be
the
Helena
Chuck
Johnson
questioned,
Independentchief,
Lee
State
Bureau
despite
orders
Record, the proof
from the Highway
was in the pud
Patrol to the con
ding:
“We just
trary.
Realizing
wanted to set the record straight ... It
that the files would soon be released,
was obvious that the merits of public
Martz had already admitted several
disclosure held sway. The public
weeks earlier to the astounding fact
deserves — indeed, must have — the
that she had laundered Hedges’ blood
information necessary to sift fact from
stained clothes (but the question
fancy, to finally put rumors to rest.”
lingers whether she would have con
The release of the fatal crash file did
fessed, at least so soon, if the news
nothing, however, to help resolve any
media had mounted a drawn-out con
future access case, except to reinforce
stitutional challenge instead).
the access track record that Montana’s
The revelations were front-page
news media have established in recent
news, but they weren’t enough for
years — and to reinforce the notion
Gallagher. He decided not to file any
that they will have to go to court again
criminal charges, saying there was
and again for access to public docu
insufficient solid evidence o f wrongdo
ments or meetings.
ing. The men whom the witnesses indi
At
the
1972
Constitutional
cated — Leo Giacometto, a former U.S.
Convention, UM journalism professor
Marshal for Montana and a Martz cab
Bob McGiffert spoke out against the
inet-level official at the time, and two
Right to Know provision as drafted,
of Martz’s national political consult

because of the individual privacy loop
hole. He predicted that the privacy
provision “could result in an endless
series of costly and indecisive law
suits.”
He
was
outvoted,
but
“McGiffert was right,” said Montana
Standard editor Gerry O’Brien. As of
late spring, the Standard as well as
other Montana news media, including
the Tribune, were variously involved
in litigation in three other access
cases:
• In January, a district judge ruled
that the Standard should be allowed
to view a videotape of a DUI arrest of
Beaverhead County commissioner
Donna Sevalstad in February, 2001.
She has appealed the ruling, arguing
that she wasn’t on county business at
the time, and therefore the drunk
driving arrest is not the public’s busi
ness.
• The Standard is also suing Butte
School District No. 1 for release of
public records concerning insurance
coverage of two Lexus cars owned
successively by Superintendent Kate
Stetzner. While the district refused to
release most documents, it did release
insurance rolls listing two Lexuses in
the same time frame as Stetzner’s
ownership and the state attorney gen
eral’s office said misdemeanor false
police report charges would be filed
against Stetzner.
• The Tribune is the lead plaintiff in a
news media consortium that has chal
lenged the Public Service Company’s
decision to withhold details of electri
cal power supply deals made by
Northwestern Energy, the successor
to Montana Power. Judge Honzel
ordered in April that some details be
made public but the news media are
appealing the withheld information to
the state supreme court.
In Montana, maintaining the pub
lic’s right to know will continue to
depend on a vigilant press, willing to
challenge secrecy in government. But
for the foreseeable future, access liti
gation seems as sure as death and
taxes.

Clem Work teaches media law at the UM School o f Journalism and is a member o f the board o f the FOI
Hotline. He was deputy director o f the Reporters Committee for Freedom o f the Press in the early ’80s.
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YOUNG COLUMNIST

on the
COLONY
Despite criticism from the colony, a
19-year-old Hutterite attempts to
dissolve myths about her culture
through a bi-monthly column
STORY AND

PHOTOS

BY SA M A N T H A

SH A RP

Lisa Stahl is no ordinary columnist. Not only is 19 quite
a young age to have 12 inches all to yourself every other
Sunday in the Great Falls Tribune, but Stahl is a Hutterite.
Stahl’s column, “On the Colony,” offers an inside look
into the life and culture o f the roughly 54 members of the
Gilford Colony, which is located on Montana’s Hi-line.
Because Hutterite colonies are located in rural areas, many
people don’t understand their way o f life. By writing her
column, Stahl helps readers grasp a better understanding
of the secluded Hutterite culture.
“Lisa opens the door to our readers to a part of
Montana’s social fabric and culture that people don’t have
the opportunity to learn about,” said Karen Ivanova, the
regional editor o f the Great Falls Tribune. “Her column has
amazing reach. A lot o f people clip her column and send it
to family members all over the United States. She has her
own special voice that really comes through in her writing.
There’s a wholesomeness that appeals to people.”
Hutterites are a relic o f the Protestant Reformation.
Their roots reach back to the days o f Martin Luther. Luther
whose 95 Theses denounced activities o f the Catholic
church in 1517. Conscientious objectors to war and prac
t ic e s o f common ownership o f all property, Hutterites have
retained the dress (all clothes are homemade), customs
(soap is made on the colony) and the simple manner o f liv
ing of their early ancestors.
Most colonies are located in the northern part of the
United States and in southern Canada, where they moved
to avoid persecution during World War I and the draft dur
ing World War II. The Hutterites have weathered long peri
ods o f persecution, moving from Moravia, Slovakia,
Transylvania and Russia to settle in the United States
around 1870.
Hutterites speak High and Low German as well as
English. Despite having been bom in America, Lisa speaks
with a thick German accent. The Gilford Colony, where Stahl
lives, is 45 miles west o f Havre. It’s reached by turning off
desolate U.S. Highway 2 at Gildford and, after the pavement
runs out and the road turns to gravel, driving 10 more miles.

16.
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Lisa Stahl poses in her bedroom, sitting on a quilt that she
made herself.
There are two different kind o f Hutterite colonies in
Montana — the Dariusleut and the Lehrerleuts. Stahl’s
colony is a Dariusleut colony, which means they are more lib
eral about things like microwaves and refrigerators than the
Lehrerleuts, who are much stricter about the use of technol
ogy. Dariusleut women can be recognized by the small polka
dots on the women’s headscarves and Lehrerleut women can
be recognized by larger polka dots on their headscarves.
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Colony Columnist

Since there are so many public m isconceptions about
Stahl is the middle child o f seven, with three older
brothers and three younger sisters. She writes about her the Hutterites, column topics are easy to come by.
family often, especially about her sisters. She was original Topics vary from mundane tasks — gardening, cooking
ly the publisher o f the colony’s own school newspaper at age and seeding equipm ent — to celebrations — Christmas,
15. Her public newspaper career began four years ago when weddings and baptisms. She often takes a personal
stake in her column and even wrote about her niece’s
she took a tour o f the Havre Daily News newsroom. A
woman at the paper knew that a Hutterite girl had written death once. Many o f her columns focus on the daily
a short story that summer for the county fair about a events o f the children o f the colony and the lessons they
learn.
Hutterite wedding.
“I never run out of ideas for the column,” Stahl said. I
“Out o f curiosity, I suppose, she asked if I might be that
have
six ideas for columns right now. I keep it all up in my
girl,” Stahl said. “She asked if I might like to be a stringer
head.
When I’m writing about history, I ask my grandpa
reporter.”
who
is
the minister. He’s really good about dates. When I
But before she began the column, she asked permission
have
question
about seeding I’ll talk to my brother Brian,
from her grandpa, one o f the ministers at the colony.
and
when
I
want
to know about the cows 1 11 talk to my
“I kind o f stuttered a little bit (when she first mentioned
other
brother Ernie.”
the idea o f a column),” said Rev. Paul
Stahl
also gets suggestions of column
Stahl Jr., Stahl’s grandfather. “I told
ideas
from
Ivanova that people outside
her to go ahead and see how things
of
the
Hutterite
culture might want to
would turn out. If there was a mixed
know
more
about.
feeling in the colony she’d have to quit,
“I try to give her a little guidance and
but the majority o f the colony was
raise some questions,” said Ivanova.
behind her.”
“Right now I’m trying to get her to write
Despite her grandfather’s approval,
an article about clothing. Other editors
the whole idea was a little nerve racking.
and writers will come in and raise col
“I was very nervous about beginning
umn ideas of things they’d like to know
the column,” Stahl said. “It’s never
about.”
This
sign,
welcoming
you
to
the
colony,
been heard of. Accepting new things in
Yet there are some things Stahl won’t
is
reached
after
driving
10
miles
on
a
a colony is kind o f hard. I get teased.”
write
about.
gravel
road
on
Montana's
Hi-line.
Stahl’s column first appeared in the
“Some people will ask me questions I
Havre Daily News, where her columns
were published for about two years. She began writing for would never write a column about, such as (about) mar
the Great Falls Tribune in January 2000 to gain a wider riage because it is a private matter. I have to keep the read
er wondering.”
readership.
When readers ask questions about such matters, Stahl
“I think the people o f Havre took it harder than the
says
she responds personally.
paper,” Stahl said. “People just started subscribing to the
She
receives quite a bit of mail from readers, telling her
Great Falls Tribune. I got a letter from a lady saying she
how
much
they enjoy the column and asking her questions
was upset that I had moved to the Great Falls Tribune
about
her
life
on the colony.
because she had just bought a subscription to the Havre
“When I get letters it really encourages me to keep up
Daily News.”
After almost two years of writing for the Tribune, Stahl my column, probably more than readers know,” she said. “A
quit writing the column because o f the negative comments lot of people write to thank me for the service I provide to
she was receiving from the colony and from other Hutterites. the community.”
Some people on the colony implied that maybe Stahl thought
she was better than the other girls because of her writing.
“Some people don’t understand it, I guess,” she said.
“Some people on the colony think I’m over-informing the
public. I just try to ignore them. There’s always a bad side
to a good side.”
Despite the negative feedback from some o f the colony,
Stahl was overwhelmed with positive mail asking her to
continue her column.
“I received mail from all over the United States, from
people who were upset with my decision,” Stahl said. They
suggested finding another person to write the column, per
haps one o f my sisters.”
Ultimately, after retiring at age 19, Stahl started her
column again in October of 2001.
“I love it,” Stahl said o f writing the column. “I really,
really like it. It’s a responsibility in a way. I like to write
but too many people don’t understand our culture (also).
I’m trying to open a window instead o f relying on rumor.
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Lisa and her sister Gloria put on their church jackets before
they go to the chapel, which they visit twice a day.
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Colony Colomnist --------------------------------------------------Stahl plans to continue the column for another year or
so, after which she will move on to a new part o f her life.
“I know I’ll miss it,” Stahl said. “I missed it when I quit
the first time.”
Despite the original distrust o f “On the Colony,” fellow
Hutterites are coming around and seeing Stahl’s column as
a benefit to the colony.

On the Colony
By Lisa Marie Stahl
he clock on our kitchen wall
reads 6:50 a.m. For the second
time, I walk into the room my
three sisters share to wake them.
Several minutes later, standing in line
in the bathroom waiting to do their hair,
my sister Gloria, 10, asks me, “Why did
n’t you wake us? We’re gonna be late for
breakfast.”
“I did,” I answer. “You just kept push
ing my snooze button, just like you do
your alarm’s.”
So starts a typical Hutterite child’s
day, as the lights come on in homes
throughout the colony.
Minutes later, the girls grab thenjackets and hurry out the door just as
breakfast is announced over the pager.
They sprint off for a day that’s mixed
with lessons in our traditional High
German language, along with English
lessons — bringing them into contact
with the world beyond the boundaries of
a Hutterite colony.
They share a hearty breakfast of
bacon, eggs and toast with the rest of
the children on the colony. Eating in a
dining room separate from the adults,
the children are under close supervi
sion by the German school teacher and
his wife. They sit according to their age,
with boys separate from the girls, just
as the adults sit in a separate dining
room. When they finish their meal,
they go about washing their breakfast
dishes and setting the table for the
lunch meal. By 7:30, they’re heading
across the yard to the communal

T

“One man of the Riverview colony said I was doing a
really good job,” Stahl said. “He said, ‘It was about time
someone set the public straight and explained to them how
our culture operates.’”
“People change their minds,” said Stahl. “They think
what I’m doing is really good. It’s an educational tool for
Montana.”

church, where they’ll attend 45 min
utes o f German school.
Dining their German classes, the
students are being taught to read, write
and understand High German, since it
is not spoken fluently in our homes.
This morning, after singing a
German song together and saying their
morning prayers, they recite several
rhyming verses the German school
teacher assigned them to learn the
night before. The students attend
German school from the time they are 5
to 15. German school lets out at 8:15
a.m., giving the students 15 minutes to
prepare for English school, taught in
another building.
During this past summer, my colony
remodeled the English school. The men
made several convenient changes so
there would be more room and the
building would be more organized. They
added a handicapped-accessible bath
room, a computer center and conference
room. They also divided the main class
room into sectional areas so the teacher
could have three distinct areas in the
classroom.
The students’ day starts up like any
other public classroom, and their cur
riculum follows state standards. They
are taught the usual class subjects such
as math, reading, spelling, science,
geography, health, etc.
They sit according to their grade lev
els, with fifth grade to high school on
one end, first to fourth in the middle
and kindergarten at the end. Our school
consists of 13 students and is taught by
one teacher.
The students do a lot of textbook
work.

Our teacher has many exciting proj
ects planned for the students this school
year. One, which is way at the top of the
students’ interest list, is getting an ant
farm. She’s also working on teaching
them word-processing, spreadsheets
and to use databases. Another exciting
project is writing and publishing a book
with the students. Each chapter in the
book will include one story written by
each student on colony life.
The students’ classes end at 3:30
p.m. They go home for an after-schoolsnack before attending another
German school class from 4 to 5 p.m.
At 5:30 p.m., all the families attend a
20-minute prayer meeting at the com
munal church, with supper following at
6 p.m.
After supper, the kids join together
for a game of hide and seek or tag — IF
they don’t have any chores to do at
home. The chores for the children on the
colony are chosen for them according to
their gender.
Girls will help out at home, doing
dishes, baby-sitting and general house
cleaning. Boys will work with thenfathers at the bam or mechanic shop.
Some of the younger boys will help with
the milking and feeding the other ani
mals.
Around 7:30 p.m., as it starts getting
dark, the children slowly venture home
to do their German homework and
spend some time with their families.
My sisters share their day with us,
telling us about what happened at
school, the good grade they got in read
ing or math, and how an older sibling
squealed their hiding place while play
ing hide and seek that evening.

Courtesy o f the Great Falls Tribune, Page 7M, October 14, 2001

Samantha Newkirk Sharp is a Nevada native graduated in 2002 from the UM School o f Journalism.
After taking a year o ff to travel, she plans to attend pharmacy school and perhaps become a medical
reporter.
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Bar-Jonah:
The media’s making of a

M O N STER

A local reporter’s tale of the media frenzy surrounding
the case of accused cannibal Nathaniel Bar-Jonah
B y K im S k o r n o g o s k i

he first time I heard about Nathaniel Benjamin Levi they will never find Zachary Ramsay’s body because BarBar-Jonah, police requested I write a story warning par Jonah disposed of it in chili and stew served to family and
ents to watch out for a pudgy man in a navy jacket neighbors.
My editors — with the Montana Freemen and
walking by a Great Falls elementary school. With no
charges and no details why Bar-Jonah was considered dan Unabomber media frenzies fresh in their minds — warned
me o f the barrage o f national press to come. The
gerous, I refused.
The next day, he was arrested after police learned the Massachusetts and international media caught on right
stun gun he was carrying was considered a concealed away. A TV crew from Germany flew to Montana, and the
weapon. That was the first front-page story about the odd British Broadcasting Company aired stories about the case
on its radio show. The story
man from Massachusetts.
was so widespread that
I’ve been writing about
some friends of my family
him ever since. In two
were asked during a visit
years, the Tribune has
to China if they knew Barpublished more than 180
Jonah.
stories
and
editorials
A Washington
Post
about Bar-Jonah, with
reporter
came
to
town
for
endless angles to keep
Bar-Jonah’s
arraignment,
local readers interested.
seeing him for only two
Dating back to age 17,
minutes on a jail TV moni
Bar-Jonah was repeatedly
tor. The two Boston papers
convicted o f dressing as a
flew out reporters and pho
police officer to lure young
tographer teams to spend a
boys into his car, then
week touring Great Falls
choking and molesting
and interviewing neigh
them. Yet, he slipped
bors.
through the system, serv
One week, Canadian
ing months, not years in
journalists
dove into the
jail. Weeks after he was
story
after
hearing Barreleased from a mental
Jonah
once
crossed the
hospital for sexual preda
Courtesy of The Montana Standard border, fearing a missing
tors,
he
reoffended.
Nathaniel Bar-Jonah listens to testimony by clinical psychologist
child could be linked to
Instead of going back to
Janet Hossack during his trial in Butte District Court in
him.
The next week, it was
prison, he was sent to
February on charges o f kidnapping and sexually molesting boys in Arizona reporters who
Montana to live with fami
Great Falls.
were interested after 20
ly*
Great
Falls
women
were
sent
prank
letters from someone
Local police suspected Bar-Jonah abducted Great Falls
pretending
to
be
Bar-Jonah.
The
return
address was the
10-year-old Zachary Ramsay, who vanished walking to
school one February morning. That story emblazoned our home of a Mesa, Ariz., state senator who had nothing to do
front page but was buried inside other papers across the with the letters.
CNN, Fox News, the New York Post, a Japanese wire
state. Few papers outside Great Falls were interested when
police found bone fragments belonging to an unknown child service, National Public Radio and the TV shows Extra and
America’s Most Wanted all did stories about Bar-Jonah.
buried in Bar-Jonah’s garage.
But when accusations o f cannibalism surfaced, the story Others, including the Spokesman-Review, picked up
captured the attention of journalists worldwide. Police Associated Press stories.
Within weeks of each other, Dateline NBC and CBS’s 48
charged Bar-Jonah with homicide Dec. 19, 2000, saying

T
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Hours sent crews to Great Falls.
Dateline dedicated an hour to BarJonah and the loose release policy at the
Massachusetts state mental hospital,
while 48 Hours spent roughly 12 min
utes focusing on the Great Falls case. As
airdates approached, producers from
both networks called me to see what I
knew about the other newsmagazine’s
story and when it would run. CBS
pushed up its airdate a week to broad
cast before Dateline, which in turn
pushed their project back a month.
For Bar-Jonah’s first trial on sexual
assault, kidnapping and assault with a
weapon charges in Butte, reporters
from the Denver Post, CBS and the Los
Angeles Times ventured through
Montana. The spotlight will probably
shine brightly again for the homicide
trial expected to begin Oct. 8 in
Missoula. Boston papers, Court TV and
Courtesy of The Montana Standard
other national and regional outlets are
Cascade Deputy County Attorney Susan Weber listens intently to a prospective
expected to come knocking.
juror's answer in District Court in Butte during the first day o f Nathaniel BarWith all this attention came the typ
Jonah’s trial in February. He was later found guilty o f kidnapping, assaulting
ical stereotypes o f Montana — a place
and molesting two Great Falls boys and sentenced to 130 years in prison.
where wackos and Old West justice
thrive. Great Falls was depicted as the perfect small town, Jeffrey Dahmer. O f course, none o f the Great Falls investi
gators had talked to the National Enquirer.
with orderly streets and little crime. To create this picture,
Fearing more stories would further contaminate poten
reporters universally noted that it is rare to have more than
one murder a year in Cascade County and that no one ques tial jurors, the county attorney quickly silenced Great Falls
tioned the Ten Commandments chiseled into stone slabs at police. Desperate for a face and a voice to go on air, nation
the steps o f the courthouse.
al reporters turned to local journalists for information. Like
In a story titled “Outrage in Big Sky Country: Montana other local journalists covering the case, I was greeted day
miffed at Massachusetts for release o f accused cannibal
after day with pink messages from various media sources
killer,” the Boston Herald described Great Falls as: “Tucked when I arrived at work. Generally, I talked to people who
between majestic mountain ranges and surrounded by did their homework and were fact checking and sent the
miles o f wheat and cattle farms, this cowboy outpost on the others to the Tribune’s Web page.
Missouri River is no stranger to violence. But neither the
Often reporters would offer a quid-pro-quo — I help
old fashioned drunken shoot-’em ups nor the crystal meth them now and down the road they would help me. Some
madness o f recent years could have prepared anyone in would ask for sources’ phone numbers, a description o f BarMontana’s second-largest city for Nathaniel Bar-Jonah, the Jonah’s home or basic information about Great Falls.
hulking child molester from Massachusetts who arrived in Almost always, they wanted to know how local residents
1991 with his own twisted brand o f sinister sadism.”
reacted to the allegations o f cannibalism and an opinion on
The Boston Globe said Great Falls is an orderly town, its Bar-Jonah’s guilt. I wanted to be polite and helpful, but
residents having a deeply embedded sense o f independence after several rude requests and the constant insistence to
and clear definitions o f right and wrong. “And normal still supply all the background material in the 82-page affidavit,
means that when somebody crosses the line, they may get my patience wore out.
put back in their place with the business end o f a hunting
“Tell me about that guy who kidnapped all those kids
rifle.” A local dentist was then quoted saying someone
and fed them to the people o f your town,” demanded a pro
would surely shoot Bar-Jonah if he were ever let out o f jail.
ducer with the Sally Jesse Raphael show. After repeatedly
After a few days, headlines dropped the accused in front telling her Bar-Jonah’s name, I tried to set her straight,
of cannibal and serial killer. One story in a Boston paper saying he is accused o f killing one boy. I directed her to our
said Bar-Jonah frequently returned to the Bay State possi Web site and even gave her the office number for the coun
bly to kill children and “feed his sadistic sexual appetite.” ty attorney.
O f course, he also could have flown back to visit his mother
In the next few days, she called repeatedly, never
and sister.
remembering Bar-Jonah’s name or any o f the case back
Sadly, this wasn’t much o f a stretch from what the ground. She asked me to explain the lists filled with chil
National Enquirer wrote about Bar-Jonah. Quoting a dren’s names found in Bar-Jonah’s apartment and wanted
“police insider,” the tabloid compared “that sicko” to ficti to know the names o f the investigators and prosecutors.
tious character Hannibal Lecter and notorious Minnesotan
It escalated from there.
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The day before the show was to air, the woman offered
to pay me (while I was on the clock working my own stories
on Bar-Jonah for the Tribune) to track down Zachary
Ramsay’s mother Rachel Howard, who lives in Choteau.
When I didn’t take the bait, she begged me for the names
and phone numbers o f any o f Howard’s neighbors, friends
or family members, suggesting the show would send them
a pizza to persuade them to talk on the show about kid
napped children. I refused.
I’m ashamed to say that I did get duped into talking to
the National Enquirer, under the guise o f the National
Media Group based in Florida. After answering a few basic
questions — the population o f Great Falls, Bar-Jonah’s age,
height and weight — I asked a few questions myself and
learned that the “media group” produces stories for several
national and international publications including The
Globe and the National Enquirer.
Police, prosecutors, the FBI, Bar-Jonah’s family and oth
ers also grew frustrated to see their words twisted. Media
savvy Cascade County Attorney Brant Light clearly learned
his lesson about pre-trial publicity in February after talk
ing to more than 100 potential jurors in Bar-Jonah’s first
trial on sexual assault charges. Every one could name
Zachary Ramsay and knew details about the homicide. At a
recent press conference releasing an affidavit charging the
head o f the local food bank with a 1964 double homicide,
Light handed out the professional code o f conduct for
lawyers, highlighting what he could and would not talk
about.
While sensationalism was the choice for many news
organizations, several resisted and got the story right. As to
be expected, industry leaders like The Washington Post and
The New York Times had well-organized, accurate and art
ful stories.
But they didn’t have a lock on good work. Some o f the
best stories and best investigative work was done by The
Worcester Telegram & Gazette, a Massachusetts paper that
covers Bar-Jonah’s hometown. Their staff produced a series
looking into other people who were released from the state’s
mental hospital for the sexually dangerous and examined
the hospital’s policy allowing predators out for week-long
unsupervised furlows.
The Hartford Courant was responsible and thorough,
having more success than Massachusetts police in tracking
down some o f the children (now adults) named on a list
found in Bar-Jonah’s last apartment.
At the Great Falls Tribune, which produced an eight-page
section the day after charges were filed, also had to face
accusations o f sensationalism. Executive Editor Jim Strauss
quickly responded to inflamed readers by writing a column.
Readers questioned the timing o f our coverage — being so
close to Christmas — and wondered if we considered how
tourists would view Great Falls after reading such accounts.

Some people suggested that we enjoyed printing the grue
some details of the case, knowing it would sell papers.
Unlike many of the East Coast papers, the Tribune did
n’t print many of the cannibalism details that were includ
ed in the affidavit. Many o f Bar-Jonah’s writings describing
meals that included specific child body parts were deemed
too graphic for our readers, who were also warned by a
large editor’s note at the top of the front page. And while
Bar-Jonah’s name in a headline does sell papers, the
Tribune hasn’t made much money from the story after
repeatedly dedicating wide-open pages and paying overtime
for reporters to cover the story.
Over the last two years, the Tribune has put its stamp on
the Bar-Jonah coverage. I hope that readers associate our
work with the quality stories done at other papers, stories
that shined because the reporters realized that the news
didn’t need to be dressed up to sell itself.

Unabomberesettadei “Freemen tuttonelbstessoStato

MisteriosoMontana
terradiorsi,trote
efanatici razasti
UAmericascoprem doppiogiaOo
Alcuni component! della setta
degli uomini liberi accanto alia
fattoria del Montana nella quale
aono asserragliati_____________

Igrappode^'VonMHMir
acceita I negotiate con la pottiiB
JORDAN (Montana)— Aldodiceslmogicrnodi
assedio attorao alia loro fattoria dl Jordan, nel
Montana, glleaponcattdelgruppoanarchlcodl
estrema dcstra del Freemen hanno accettato di
comlndareun negotiate con all agent! federall.
0 prlmo colloqulo i awenutolerl «u un vlottolo
net press! della fattoria, ed i durato un'ora e

mezzo. Le autoritJ non hanno detto se e quail
progress! siano stall fattl per la resa degli
’’Uomini liberi". I Freemen si sono presented a
trattare armati.
Sonogiunt! davantl al federal! a bordo dl un
camion, e quattro di essi sono soesl e si sono
accomodaU suite aedle plegbevoU che avevano
portato con Altrl loro compagnl aono
rimasti sul camion, seguendo 1oolloqul a breve
dlstanza. L’lnlzlo della trsttatlvs III prlmo
segno dl distensions da quando U25 marzo 4
inlzlato I'assedlo alia fattoria, dopo I'arresto dl
due capl del Freemen, Le Roy Schweitzer, 57
annl, e Daniel Petersen, 53 annl. Un terzo
csponente del gruppo, Richard Clark, si 4
consegnato alls poflzla sahalo scorso.
SI titlene che nella casa siano barrtcate 22
persons, comprise doone e bambini, con molte
arm! peaantl a dispositions. 11negotiate laada
ora sperare che la vicenda poasa conclude nd
senza la temuta stragc pill volte mlnacdata
dagllstessl "Domini llberf, che rlflutanodl
rlconoscere II governu degli Usa e hanno
eracaeo assegni fids! per miilool dl dollar!

The headline translates to “Mysterious Montana, land o f
bears, trout and racist fanatics, ” and was featured in the
April 6, 1996 edition o f La Repubblica in Rome after
Montana received national attention because o f the
Unabomber and the Freemen.

Kim Skornogoski is the crime writer for the Great Falls Tribune. She has been covering the BarJonah story since he was accused o f impersonating a police officer near an elementary school in
December 1999.
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Montana broadcasters pay
a huge price to go digital,
but where are the viewers?
by

S a n j a y "Ta l w a n i

hen staff and guests of the Missoula television sta
tion KECI viewed the satellite feed of the 2002
Winter Olympics, they glimpsed the future of tele
vision — CD-quality digital sound, an exceptionally clear
picture and a wide-screen format.
“This is like going from black-and-white to color,” Keith
Sommer, general manager of KECI, said of the picture’s
impact. “It’s history in the making.”
May 1 was supposed to be a historic date. It was the
deadline for commercial broadcasters to begin broadcasting
the new digital signals, revolutionizing television with new
uses — increased channels, interactive features and a Webtype interface — and a great picture. Eventually, broad
casters will have to quit broadcasting the old way, via ana
log.
But the direction of the transition, especially in remote
and small markets, is anything but clear. Consumers, so far,
are treating the new technology more like Laserdiscs than
DVDs. Most people who watch a lot of television get it from
cable, which offers high-definition TV (HDTV) in only a few
markets, or from satellite, which only offers it to those with
expensive monitors. With so few viewers, stations are mak
ing no money from deploying the expensive new equipment,
and consumers are hesitant to buy new equipment without
much to watch.
“The simple fact is the light at the end of the tunnel may
well be a train,” David Donovan, president o f Maximum
Service Television Inc., said o f the technology.
This winter, Montana stations in Kalispell and Butte
went digital, albeit with a lower-power signal than their
analog channel uses. Stations in Butte and Great Falls fol
lowed suit and met the deadline. Others, including KECI,
have to await FCC actions before they can begin.
The problem is that there is almost no audience. After
years of government action, inaction, big promises and
extended deadlines, few Americans are even aware that dig
ital TV signals fill the air around them. For every TV sold
today that can receive digital signals, more than 50 tradi
tional analog sets are sold. Many people aren’t even aware
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Courtesy of KECI-TV

Wayne Nelson from Americom Tower Services climbs the
tower on Blacktail Mountain to install the new digital
transmitting antenna for KCFW - TV , Kalispell.
that part of what Congress intends is not only to bring the
blessings of digital TV, but also to end traditional analog TV
entirely, which would render hundreds of millions of other
wise functioning televisions useless.

Spectrum wars
There is a limited amount of space available for channels
in any medium, radio or television. This space or spectrum
has given rise to conflict between competing stations.
For years, as digital companies looked to America’s
crowded airwaves for space to operate, they noticed that TV
stations were sitting on prime frequencies. Under pressure
from Congress and competing companies to justify their free
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use of public airwaves, broadcasters pitched a better TV
future. In the 1980s and early 1990s, they foretold of highdefinition TV, a technology so revolutionary it could keep
free over-the-air TV from becoming an anachronism like AM
radio.
Around the same time, the government realized it had a
potential revenue windfall. Since the new users would pay
for their broadcast licenses at auction, they would possibly
bringing billions into the public coffers. To keep their free
largesse, broadcasters persuaded Congress to give them a
second channel for the new digital signals. In return,
Congress said, the stations would have to ‘Vacate” their
analog spectrum in 2006, ending free TV for those without a
digital TV set.
This would also happen if 85 percent of the homes in a
station’s market had at least one TV that could receive dig
ital signals. Even in large markets, nowhere near 85 percent
of the people will have digital television. So as the law
stands now, broadcasters will keep that spectrum well
beyond 2006. Meanwhile, broadcasters realized that the
high-definition picture wasn’t the only thing they could do
with the new technology.
A single new digital “channel” can carry HDTV and still
have room to fool around with. A viewer could have a 24hour weather channel and sports updates alongside their
main program. HDTV can broadcast data with Web-type
content, educational materials and public safety informa
tion. It can divide the signal into many smaller chunks for
interactive services, allowing the viewer to play director of
a football broadcast and pick which player to view through
out a play.

Small-town crunch
If small-market stations like those in Missoula and
Kalispell aren’t making money, it’s even tougher in places
like Glendive, where tiny KXGN expects to spend hundreds
of thousands of dollars to eventually build a digital plant.
Like many stations, KXGN is exempt from the May 1 dig
ital deadline — not because of its small audience and low
cash flow, but because its application for a digital channel
assignment is still pending. Sooner or later though, KXGN
will have to transmit a digital signal. The FCC has said it
will grant a couple of six-month extensions if the station
cannot afford to get on the air. General manager Jim
Frenzel knows that KXGN and KYUS in Miles City, which
have applied for extensions based on financial hardship, will
have to dig deep for equipment, even if no one’s watching, he
said.
“This part of the country will be the last part of the coun
try to buy those expensive sets,” he said. “They just don’t
need or want them.” As for HDTV, he said, “I’m not sure
that will ever happen out here.”

Up against the deadline
According to the National Association o f Broadcasters,
only about 375 commercial broadcasters made the May 1
deadline. About 800 more asked the FCC for extensions.
Some station managers joke that they’ve never seen a digi
tal set unless it was in a showroom. To make things easier
for broadcasters and Congress, the FCC gave broadcasters a
break last November. The commission said the broadcasters
could meet the deadline with a much weaker signal than
their current analog transmission. The stations will eventu
ally have to duplicate their analog reach to keep certain
rights and protections, however.
Even so, compliance with the digital transition comes at
a hefty cost, about $500,000 for equipment, plus the added
power costs o f operating a second transmitter and anten
na, with little return for the time being. KULR in Billings
and KFBB in Great Falls, both owned by Dix
Communications, beat the May 1 deadline by two days.
But they would not have made the build-up without the
FCC mandate.
“Those funds have to come from somewhere,” said Bruce
Cummings, KULR general manager. “The return on invest
ment just isn’t going to be there for some time, if ever.” For
different stations, digital TV could come at the expense of
equipment, or personnel or news coverage. Sommer said
that his company doesn’t have to resort to drastic measures
such as layoffs, but employee raises have been lowered for
the stations. Although no important news events would be
missed, he said, “We might not send out our satellite truck
as much.”
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Courtesy of KECI-TV

Brian Withers, an engineer from Larcan, checks out the test
equipment set up for the final proof o f performance for the
Butte digital transmitter at the KTVM-TV transmitter site
on XL Heights (also known as the East Ridge) in Butte.
The two stations are in an additional fix because they are
owned by one individual, Stephen Marks. Unlike larger
companies that own a mix of large and small stations and
can use those resources to help the small ones, Marks may
have to invest about $1 million in his three small stations —
with little hope of a return any time soon.
What will happen to the smallest markets? Most
observers say it’s unlikely that small stations, with their
valuable spectrum licenses, will ever disappear outright.
But they could become appealing to larger station groups
that can afford a long-term license. To complicate matters,
many rural Montanans don’t get their signal from broad
casters’ main transmitters but from “repeater” towers, for
which there is no solid plan for going digital.
Just in time, federal courts and the FCC have sent strong
signals that rules inhibiting media consolidation may dis
appear. An appeals court told the FCC to change or justify
the rule that major networks may own stations reaching
only 35 percent of U.S. viewers. (Networks use affiliates to
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gramming, such as the Montana Legislature in action.
As if that wasn’t a big enough draw, Montana public tel
evision stations plan to pass along PBS’ growing staple of
made-for HD material and even produce their own content,
starting with a documentary of Evelyn Cameron, who pho
tographed Montana extensively in the 1890s.
A public television official said he’d like to take advan
tage of improving technologies that allow a broadcaster to
insert local content, such as distance learning courses, as
one of the channels in a multicast.
“There’s a whole slew of things we could do, from down
loading software and curriculum material for outreach
schools, to some kind of business,” William Marcus, general
manager o f KUFM, said. Around the nation, pilot “datacast
ing” ventures on the digital TV spectrum have included
emergency response systems and high-speed Internet serv
ices. The FCC has also said public stations are allowed to
make money from some of their digital spectrum.
Luckily for Montana’s stations, the 2001 Legislature
kicked in $1.9 million for the digital build-out, and both sta
tions plan to meet the deadline with less-than-full-power
transmissions.

Pushing the market

Courtesy of KECI-TV

Withers checks out the test equipment set up for the final
proof o f performance for the digital transmitter at the
KCFW -TV transmitter site on Blacktail Mountain.
reach the rest o f the country.) A federal court also sent back
to the FCC its rule that allows ownership o f two stations in
a single market by one company only if certain conditions
are met. Many watchdogs predict a buying spree by larger
station groups or that the networks will expand their reach.

Public TV’s strategy
Public stations are in a different position than broad
casters. They have to convince members, donors and the
government that digital TV is worth the investment.
Meanwhile, they face a build-out deadline of May 1, 2003, a
year later than commercial broadcasters. Part o f noncom
mercial stations’ pitch nationwide is to use the new multi
casting and “datacasting” technologies for educational pro

It’s often asked: When will this digital transition finally
take place?
“I’d say, when the Bush twins get their doctorates,” an
FCC lawyer quipped at the 15th digital TV update.
Broadcasters say that the cable industry could help move
things along by carrying digital signals with each main ana
log signal, something they are already required to do by socalled “must-carry” laws. Since most multi-channel TV house
holds use cable, this would spur demand for digital sets.
Cable companies argue that they shouldn’t have to carry the
digital signal when no one’s watching, and that it violates
their First Amendment rights to be told what to carry.
FCC Chairman Michael Powell made a stab at breaking
the logjam in April with a plan for voluntary action by
broadcasters, networks and cable and satellite systems. But
the key word is “voluntary,” and some see this proposal as
just a further entrenchment of a policy of government inac
tion.
Regardless of when it happens, it is clear that digital tel
evision will eventually happen. Electronics retailers are
pushing hard to implement digital TV. Stores like Vann’s of
Missoula want to keep Montana at the forefront of technol
ogy.
“Consumers want it. They’re hungry for the quality,” Rob
Standley, the general purchasing manager for Vann’s said.
Consumers are waiting for the content to appear, and those
who move forward with the new technologies will be seen as
leaders in broadcasting, he said.

Sanjay Talwani, who attended the master’s program at the University o f Montana School o f
Journalism in 1996 and 1997, was a reporter for the Great Falls Tribune from 1999 to 2001. He is now
news editor at TV Technology, a trade magazine based in Falls Church, Va.
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On the air, and in the bunkers

Sincerely concerned for people, Edward R. Murrow served as a mentor
and never
gottoo big for his britches

by

Bob

P ie r p o in t

w

ith a sense o f idealism and a belief in the
underdog, Edward R. Murrow saw the opportunity for
radio to bring events unfolding in Europe right into
America’s homes. Murrow not only wanted to make his
viewers listen, he wanted to “Make ‘em itch.”
He was a trendsetter for journalists. He was one of the
first correspondents to broadcast eyewitness reports as
they were unfolding over the air. Murrow’s reports, along
with the correspondents he hired, set a benchmark for
future broadcasters to follow.
The incident that cemented my relationship with
Edward R. Murrow came on May 16, 1951. It was my 26th
birthday and my initiation to combat. The “Main Line of
Resistance” — military jargon for the battle line in the
Korean War — was relatively stable at that time. Both the
Communists and the United Nations forces were sending
out periodic patrols, probing each other’s defenses for weak
spots. I was at the 24th Division headquarters. I drove a
jeep that my boss had liberated from the Army and painted
grey with CBS letters on the side. My boss bluntly said that
if I was determined to go up to the line at night he really
wouldn’t worry about what happened to me, but if the jeep
was lost there would be hell to pay.
As we approached the area where the forward units of
the 24th Division’s 19th Regiment were dug in an occasion
al flare lit the night sky along with sporadic rifle fire. We
parked the jeep at the bottom o f a hill and hiked up to a
trench. Fox Company held the ground. Inside a small
bunker were the forward observers for an artillery unit to
the rear — a captain, the company commander and a young
lieutenant. Infantrymen lay in foxholes with weapons
ready (around and in front o f the bunker.)
The rifle fire began picking up in both directions, indicating
a communist probing attack was under way. Once in a while the
chatter of machine guns erupted as tracers lit the night sky. It
began to sound like some of that firing was coming from behind
us, and I was worried about the jeep and my own line of retreat.
The captain was worried about the oncoming Chinese, who
were the enemy in that sector, so he and the lieutenant decided
to call for artillery support. I walked out into the trench with the
young officer, who was to direct the artillery shells over our
heads toward the attacking Communist troops.
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On December 3, 1943, Edward R. Murrow flew over Berlin,
Germany, in a British Lancaster bomber to broadcast what
a run was like for American listeners.
I was carrying a Japanese tape recorder made by an
early postwar electronics genius. It had to be wound fre
quently. Its awkward dimensions, two feet by six inches
wide and deep, made the 15-pound recorder hard to carry
even with a strap. But it was reliable.
As the lieutenant began giving position reports to his
artillery unit, I cranked up the tape recorder. A couple
shells whistled overhead but beyond the advancing
Chinese. By field telephone the lieutenant ordered new
coordinates for the artillery. Suddenly, just as I was nar
rating into the tape recorder what was going on, he shout
ed “SHORT ROUND.” He dove into the trench, pulling me
and the tape recorder with him. The recorder faithfully
caught the sound of the shell exploding nearby and my
nervous laugh as I tried to explain what had happened.
Within minutes I was on my way back to the jeep, and with
in hours that taped report was on its way back to Murrow
in New York.
At that time Murrow was doing a radio show called
‘Hear It Now,” and my first night on the line fit perfectly
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Edward R. Murrow
28th. It was a monumental production job,
which Murrow directed in Korea and his pro
ducer oversaw in New York.
That first night Murrow took me aside and
said that I was to do the early part o f his regu
lar evening radio broadcast. It was the premier
newscast o f the radio network. I was surprised
and flattered, but wanted to know why he
chose me. Murrow explained that I was the
reporter on the spot so I should do the hard
news reporting. He would do the commentary
during the second h a lf o f the 15-minute broad
cast. It was the kind o f gesture that both made
sense and made his colleagues admire him. All
o f us would go the extra mile for this kind of
treatment.
Famous anchors today don’t do it that way.
Perhaps due in some part to the increasing
power o f show business in television news,
anchors frequently “parachute” into news hot
spots, spend a couple o f hours getting briefed,
work with producers on a script, then do the

" We will follow these men out of
the bunkers where they sleep, watch
them horsing around in the mess line,
see them writing letters homef share
with them the alternating tedium
and terror of the ordinary combat
infantryman”
Courtesy of Bob Pierpoint

-

Ed w a rd R . M u rro w

Holding his Japanese wind-up tape recorder, Bob Pierpoint interviews
MASH hospital personnel in Korea.
into its format. After he had listened to my tape, Murrow
thoughtfully called my parents in California to tell them
they would hear their son on his broadcast that night. In
view o f what they heard, I’m not sure how grateful they
were for Murrow’s phone call.
Late in the summer o f 1952, Murrow decided to do a
similar program for television called “See It Now.” He
scheduled several episodes from Korea for the program. As
it continued into the following year, Murrow directed
“Christmas in Korea,” which was the first time I ever
worked directly with Murrow.
Murrow and several other CBS employees arrived in
Seoul, along with five camera crews, a few days before
Christmas o f 1953. Each correspondent was assigned a
cameraman and sound technician. Murrow quickly took
charge. He asked for ideas from the CBS reporters cover
ing the war about the best way to tell the story of
Christmas for the hundreds o f units o f American troops
serving in Korea. He eventually narrowed the suggestions
down to the few we could successfully film in the short time
available. The thousands o f feet o f film had to be airlifted
to New York in time for editing and airing on December
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broadcast as if they knew what they were talking about.
Those reporters who are shoved aside by the anchors call it
“bigfooting.” It has become such common practice in the
industry that the networks have now closed most overseas
bureaus. The thinking is that reporters aren’t really need
ed in most parts o f the world any more, and it saves money.
Fortunately saving money was not the priority in the
days o f “See It Now.” Murrow developed a new technique
for telling the story o f American GIs serving abroad. As
the program put it, “Come with us to Korea. We are going
to walk invisibly alongside some GIs. We will follow these
men out o f the bunkers where they sleep, watch them hors
ing around in the mess line, see them writing letters home,
share with them the alternating tedium and terror o f the
ordinary combat infantryman.”
Correspondents learned the poignancy o f young faces
aged by combat and the power o f television. We would
sometimes line up the GIs, and have each one step in front
o f the camera to state his name, rank and hometown. It
was simple but, when seen on the screens o f millions of
American homes, it had impact.
Murrow used the term “reporter” most often in describing
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what all o f us did at CBS News. He might say “correspon
dent” on occasion, but never “journalist.” I once heard him
say that a journalist was really an unemployed reporter. He
was adamant about getting facts, as many and as accurate
ly as possible. Once the facts were assembled, Murrow was
perfectly willing to draw conclusions from them.
No one ever doubted where Murrow stood on the major
issues o f the times, but he tried to keep his personal opin
ions grounded in thoughtful analysis. That was in keeping
with CBS News policy that barred broadcasters from
expressing opinions on the air. The difference between
analysis and opinion is often a fine line.
Murrow ultimately wearied o f corporate meddling in the
news and found it impossible to continue broadcasting. He
accepted an offer from President Kennedy to join a new
cabinet in 1961. Murrow went to Washington to head the
United States Information Agency.
As America’s involvem ent in Vietnam increased, a
Marine officer, who I had known in Korea, called me to set
up a meeting. At the m eeting he handed me a brown enve
lope, asked that I read its contents and then deliver it to
Murrow. The document inside had a cover with a red slash
Courtesy of det.news.com

Murrow was often seen with a cigarette in his hand, both on
and o ff the air. He died o f lung cancer in 1965.

Murrow used the term "reporter” most
often in describing what all of us did at CBS
News. He might say "correspondent” on
occasion, but never "journalist.”
I once heard him say that a journalist was
really an unemployed reporter.

across it and in large letters the word “SECRET.” The
material related to a Pentagon project the officer was
working on, and he wanted M urrow’s endorsement o f it.
I took the document to Murrow. He was startled to see
me carrying information o f an important defense secret. I
explained that this Marine had helped us do an effective
frontline “See It Now,” in which he had criticized his own
military leadership. For this he paid a price in his career. I
added that we owed him something. All this was probably
illegal for both o f us.
I did not fully understand its importance, but Murrow
did. He explained he had been arguing against the project
within the Kennedy administration. The Pentagon was
trying to develop a chemical that later came to be known as
Agent Orange. The chemical was to be sprayed from the air
so it would destroy vegetation and the food supply for civil
ians and communist forces.

Murrow said that both he and the assistant secretary
o f state for the Far East felt the project was a terrible
mistake. Both o f them opposed punishing civilians by
destroying their food supply. Their argument prevailed
much later when Agent Orange was used to defoliate
areas suspected to be communist hiding places. O f course
in the process the chemical also destroyed crops. Soldiers
and civilians on both sides are still suffering from the
effects.
The opposition Murrow expressed alerted me to the
extent to which some in the military would go in wartime.
It also taught me that officials like Murrow, who tried to
maintain human values during a bitter conflict, could tem 
per unbounded militarism for a time.
In autumn o f 1963, Murrow was fighting a losing battle
with cancer. It apparently stemmed from his long and pub
lic addiction to nicotine. Shortly after President Kennedy
was assassinated Murrow wrote a letter to President
Johnson explaining that he was too sick to continue at the
USIA, and submitted his resignation.
In the spring o f 1965, when he was only 57 years old,
Murrow died. Many journalists remember this enormously
influential man because he stood up for the obscure victims
o f bigotry and injustice. He did so, not just in polite parlor
conversations, but on the air where it counted and where
millions o f Americans could listen, learn and act.

CBS hired Bob Pierpoint, along with six others, as the next generation o f Murrow boys in 1946. Pierpoint
began his career in Scandinavia and covered the war in Korea and Asia until 1957. He spent 22 years as
a White House correspondent for CBS News. He retired from the field o f journalism in 1990.
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Going for the gold, or even the bronze
A rookie Olympic journalist learns
the ins-and-outs of international
sports coverage during the Games
in Salt Lake City
B y R ia l C u m m in g s

e stood shoulder to shoulder in the snow o f Park
City, Utah, roughly 50 o f us, surging toward the
orange plastic mesh barrier that separated —
shielded might be a better word — Eric Bergoust from the
“creme de la creme” o f global sports scribblers.
In an out-of-body experience, I looked down at myself,
smack-dab in the middle o f the “creme,” crushed between
a German sportswriter m uttering something that sound
ed like “dumbkopf,” and Michael Wilbon, a heavyweight
(literally and figuratively) sports colum nist for the
Washington Post.
I had a sick feeling in the pit o f my stomach, and not
just because the German sportswriter’s breath smelled
heavily o f Limburger cheese. No, my queasiness was
prompted by the realization that I was in the fifth row o f
the seven-deep pack; that Bergoust was speaking so soft
ly than I could barely make out what he was saying; that
my Bic ballpoint pen had, in the awful tradition o f
Murphy’s Law, chosen this exact moment to stop working
— and that even by stretching my tape recorder over the
shoulder o f the poor guy in front o f me, it was still, in all
likelihood, too far from Bergoust to pick up anything intel
ligible.
This, I thought to myself, is what happens when you
are a Winter Olympics rookie caught in the vise o f pack
journalism , and when you don’t know enough to position
yourself correctly in the “mixed zone.” The Missoulian
sent me to cover the Winter Olympics last February in
Salt Lake City, something a newspaper o f its modest size
would do only because a) the Games were nearby, and b)
Bergoust, who grew up in Missoula, was the 1998 gold
medallist in m en’s aerial freestyle skiing when the
Olympics were held in Nagano, Japan.
Bergoust had just experienced the bitterest o f disap
pointments. With an opportunity to successfully defend
his championship, he had fallen on his final jum p, sliding
from first to last place.
Now, he had a difficult job ahead o f him — explaining
his disappointment to the world. He already had talked to
TV and radio people farther up the line. Since he hadn’t
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Courtesy of The Salt Lake Tribune

Photographers huddle together as they try to get the perfect
ski jumping shot near Park City, Utah.
medaled, he wouldn’t attend the official post-competition
press conference. So this was it, my only chance. And I
was about to miss his comments which were, I knew only
too well, my raison d’etre.
I silently cursed myself. Then I chuckled, bitterly,
remembering how the mixed zone had been described in
my media packet.
“The mixed zone is so named because o f its functional
design which allows athletes and journalists to ‘mix’ freely
in a designated area near the field o f play, following com
petition.”
Somehow, I hadn’t envisioned it would turn out to be a
rugby scrum.
In my panic, I shoved my tape recorder forward, almost
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-----------------------------------------------------toppling a small woman in front o f me (she hissed some
thing appropriately obscene) and tapped the shoulder o f a
man two rows in front o f me. He turned briefly to the side,
saw my tape recorder and, miracle o f miracles, grabbed it
and stuck it alongside his, close enough to Bergoust to
save my bacon.

Salt Lake Convention Center
was our mother ship. We slept in motels
scattered across the city, but rode on vans
to the A4A1C every morning to eat, gossip,
buy newspapers, pester the media
attaches, attend press conferences
and write stories in an enormous ballroom
that was dubbed The Bullpen.

I had bungled the first rule o f pack journalism : Beat the
pack. But I had been saved by the second rule: Help the
stranger behind you, because you never know when you’ll
need help yourself. It was ju st another day o f education at
Salt Lake, where you had the Games, and then the “real
world,” which seemed dim and very distant. The Games
were world enough for all o f us, totally self-absorbing,
framed by deadlines, peppered by security hassles, gov
erned by special rules, and spiced by hundreds o f little
conflicts and dramas involving the athletes and ourselves.
Most o f the roughly 9,000 journalists, m yself included,
didn’t seem to mind being wrapped in a little cocoon,
where 16-hour work days blended seamlessly into each
other; you soon envied those lucky souls who could catnap
on a bus en route to a venue, or, better still, steal some
blessed sleep on a couch in the Main Media Center.
The Main Media Center, ordinarily the Salt Lake
Convention Center, was our mother ship. We slept in
motels scattered across the city, but rode on vans to the
MMC every morning to eat, gossip, buy newspapers,
pester the media attaches, attend press conferences and
write stories in an enormous ballroom that was dubbed
The Bullpen. It also was from the MMC that dozens of
buses came and went, precisely on the half-hour, to take
us to the various venues.
Most were at least an hour’s drive away, and some were
close to two hours. So if you had to, say, be at Snowbasin
Ski Resort, northeast o f Salt Lake, to cover the men’s
downhill at 10 a.m., you climbed on the bus at 5:30. Most
of the time, we wrote about the competition on site, at
media sub-centers. There were predictions that the
Games would be snarled by traffic nightmares. And yes,
there were some traffic jam s. But getting there a couple
hours early made all the difference.

O lym pic Rookie

There also were predictions that heightened security
measures, a direct result o f the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks,
would ruin the fun. There were long lines, yes, and it took
a few days to work out the bugs. But by the second week,
all o f us were pros at getting through the metal detectors
and security searches. You put your watch, wallet, tape
recorder, and cell phone in a plastic container, handed
your computer bag or camera to the security folks, then
walked through the magnetometer and prayed it wouldn’t
beep.
I took two pairs o f shoes with me, including a pair of
snow boots with metal fastenings. Whenever I wore the
snow boots, I could count on being beeped. That meant
being pulled aside, stretching out my arms, and having a
soldier run a wand over my body. You grinned, if you
could, and made the best o f it. To their credit, I found that
most o f the security people were courteous, efficient and
even friendly. But you never doubted that they were there
to do a job, just like you.
I also was surprised, and pleased, to discover that the
stars o f my profession turned out to be so approachable,
whether it was Bob Ryan o f the Boston Globe striking up
a conversation about his beloved Red Sox or Mitch Albom
o f the Detroit Free Press thanking me for a compliment.
And it was fun meeting other scribblers from around the
globe; at one time or another, I talked at length with writ
ers from Macedonia, Australia, the Ukraine, Brazil,
Russia, Japan and Hungary. Not to mention Lawrence,
Mass., and Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Before heading south, I told my editor my plan was to
“go down there and cover the circus.”
It still feels that way. For a fortnight, I was privileged
enough to run away and join the circus. Believe me, it was
a blast.

Courtesy of Rial Cummings

Cummings works to complete a story for the Missoulian in
the Main Media Center in Salt Lake City.

Rial Cummings is a sportswriter and columnist for the Missoulian, where he has worked since 1981.
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Rem em ber the one-room schoolhouse? That
quaint little building on the prairie w here chil
dren o f all ages w ould assem ble each day to learn
in one room ? Although a thing o f the past in m ost
o f Am erica, the little schoolhouse is a living,
breathing entity in M ontana.
For m y m aster’s professional project in jou rn a l
ism, I am visiting as m any o f these sm all schools
as possible to photograph w hat rural education in
M ontana looks like today. The im ages here are
pulled from m y first few forays into the M ontana
countryside.
Times have changed. Today’s w orld is a far cry
from the one in w hich Laura Ingalls W ilder was
raised. But at som e o f these rural schools, that
contrast is less marked. One o f the things that is
m ost delightful about visiting them is noting the
ironies o f the m odern w orld m eeting that more
rustic reality. I’ve driven m iles out on country
roads, incredulous that I w ould actually find the
school the m ap indicated, only to find a classroom
o f students hooked up to the Internet.

https://scholarworks.umt.edu/mjr

The m odern incarnation o f the little schoolhouse ranges from the actual one-room schoolhouse to the slightly larger school w ith a few
teachers — still rem ote geographically and often
still the center o f its community. Spanning the
landscape from east to west, there are roughly
150 o f these very sm all schools, about 80 o f which
are one-room schools.
As I travel farther afield, I w ill be looking at
how education in these sm all schools is different
from the public education m ost o f us know. I’m
interested in how size and location affect learn
ing, w hat rural schoolteachers’ lives are like, the
role o f the com m unity and the financial issues
surrounding small, rural public schools.
For now, I am m erely sharing a little o f what I
have seen so far. Flexibility and informality, a
fam ilial atm osphere, a relationship to the land,
students teaching other students — these are a
few o f the characteristics I’ve w itnessed to be the
spirit o f rural education in M ontana today.
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C l o c k w is e f r o m le ft : 1) M ic Eslick,
12, sprints across the ya rd during recess
at Sunset School, near the B lackfoot
River. 2) A t Grant School, D anny M elle,
12, finds his ow n reading nook. 3) M ic
reads Dr. Seuss to Gus Leigland, 8, at
Sunset School. 4) S unset School stu
dents, their teacher and their teacher
aide all sw ish and spit a fluoride rinse
on a w inter afternoon. 5) A student at
Jackson School dons her rollerhlades
fo r a recess skate. 6) R ylee Afaier, 6,
slides dow n the rails in fron t o f
Woodman School outside o f Lolo.
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C l o c k w is e f r o m t o p :
1) Two P otom ac students
give each oth er their sp e
cial high five after pla n tin g
E aster eggs on the school
grounds.
2) Sisters A lexa and
G retchen Gerlach, 14 and 9
respectively, eat lunch with
their classm ates and teach 
ers in a classroom at
Sunset school.
3) A t G rant School, the
you n ger o f two classroom s
files out o f the library and
com puter lab where they
had been w riting p ersu a 
sive essays.

B e lo w le ft : Teacher M arcy G ruber gives a geogra ph y lesson to third, fourth an d sixth g ra d e students a t Sunset
School. B e lo w r ig h t : S even-year-old J esse F erre bounds up the steps o f P aradise S chool after recess. The third
and fourth grad e teacher, Tim berly Kelly, w aits ju s t inside a fter ringing the old school bell.

https://scholarworks.umt.edu/mjr
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The story
no one
cared about
After nine months of analyzing Florida presidental ballots, what
was expected to be the biggest story of the year was lost
beneath the rubble of Sept. 11
by

/

La u r a Pa r v e y

%

fter the Florida vote debacle
in the 2000 presidential elec
tion, competing newspapers banded
together in a consortium to study the
disputed ballots. When the Sept. 11
attacks occurred however, the main
problem for the consortium became
when to publish the results and how to
present the inform ation w ithout
appearing to call into question the
legitimacy o f George W. Bush’s presi
dency.
But were the news media ju st talk
ing to themselves? The publication of
the study’s results caused barely a rip
ple among citizens still focused on the
aftermath o f Sept. 11 and among those
who fully supported Bush in his war
efforts.
One consortium m em ber told

Inside.com after the attacks, “At some
point, the press needs to decide when
it is going back to its traditional role of
questioning those in power. There is a
sense right now, with the war effort
just getting underway, that it is not
the right time.”
Hendrick Hertzberg, writing in the
last 2001 issue o f The New Yorker,
said, “It was the right time on Nov. 12,
apparently; that was the day the news
organizations got around to publishing
the analysis o f the results. But judging
from the lack o f discussion that has
ensued, it abruptly became the wrong
time on Nov. 13. Maybe it will never be
the right time.”
But just because few cared about
the Florida Ballot Project after Sept.
11 doesn’t mean the study wasn’t
worth the money or effort.____________

Public reaction to articles
Segments o f letters to the editor
in the St. Petersburg Times o f
Florida
“Doesn’t the consortium feel a little
foolish now? Months wasted, money
thrown away, just tiying to prove the
George W. Bush is not the legitimate
president. And what did you get for your
money? Nothing!”
— R. McLean, St. Petersburg
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“The Florida election ‘story’ is really a
non-story and a waste both time and
resources.”
— Lloyd VanSchoyck, Palm Harbor
“George Bush is the president, and
we need to stand behind him in this time
of crisis and turmoil in this country.
However, we also need to remember how
this election was stolen from the voters
of this country. There is no way I can
believe what happened in Florida during
the election was a part of democracy.”
— Joyce Sheets, Tampa

Too close to call
Several events made the 2000 pres
idential election unique and “too close
to call.” According to CNN.com,
around 8 p.m. EST of election day, sev
eral television networks estimated
Gore as the winner of Florida, but they
were forced to recant this estimate
when voting results came in from the
Panhandle region.
By 2:15 a.m. of Nov. 8 , 2000, major
networks declared Bush the winner of
Florida’s — electoral votes and thus of
the election. Gore called Bush, conced
ed and prepared to give his concession
address. But less than an hour later,
he retracted his concession after hear
ing Bush led was only by a margin of
less than half a percent, according to
The Palm Beach Post.
Palm Beach County quickly became
known as “ground zero” o f the election
because the county used a “butterfly
ballot” and there was an unexpected
number o f votes for a third-party can
didate, CNN.com reported. Votes were
scrutinized in other counties and
“chad” became known as more than a
boy’s name around the country.
On Dec. 8 , the Florida Supreme
Court, 4-3, ordered manual recounts in
all counties with significant numbers
o f presidential undervotes — ballots
with no registered vote for president
— but the next day the U.S. Supreme
Court stopped the counts. On Dec. 12,
the U.S. Supreme Court awarded
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combine the forces o f eight fiercely Washington Post Co. (including its maga
zine Newsweek), The New York Times,
competitive organizations to review
about 175,000 Florida ballots .forced The Wall Street Journal, the Associated
Press, CNN, Tribune
some o f the biggest
Publishing (includ
egos in U.S. jour
ing the
Chicago
nalism
to
drop
M em b ers d r o p c o m p e titiv e sp irit
"Is it more patriotic to
Tribune, the Orlando
years o f healthy
Several newspapers wanted to look
withhold the ballot review Sentinel, the Los
distrust and ban
at the controversial ballots before the
because of the terrorist
together,” reported
Angeles Times and
U.S. Supreme Court stopped the
Joel Engelhardt, a attacks? Or, is it more patri South Florida Suncounting on Dec. 9, 2000. Local and
Palm Beach Post otic to explain how a state’s Sentinel), The Palm
national news media felt it was their
Beach Post and The
writer.
duty to tell readers what happened in
election system disenfran St. Petersburg Times.
The
reporter
Florida.
chised tens of thousands of The consortium hired
“We have a responsibility to expose reasoned, “They did
voters?”
it for history. They
the National Opinion
the flaws in the state’s election system
Research Center at
and how they affected last year’s elec did it for headlines.
tion. We’re doing so in hopes that these They did it to
the
University of
- Tim Franklin, editor
mistakes will not be repeated in the answer a question
Chicago and finalized
The Orlando Sentinel
the relationship on
future. The very integrity o f the state’s most found them
democratic process and the principle
selves asking at
Jan. 9,2001.
that every vote counts are good enough
2:39
p.m.
reasons to do this review,” Tim
Saturday, Dec. 9 when the U.S.
P u b lis h in g th e re su lts
Franklin, editor o f The Orlando
Supreme Court stopped the Florida
The Miami Herald pushed for publi
Sentinel, told Bob Steele, senior facul recount before it could reveal what the cation o f its review o f under votes in
ty member and ethics group leader o f nation wanted to know: What informa April and followed through with its
the Poynter Institute.
tion was hidden on those endlessly goal. Unlike the Herald, the consor
tium didn’t set an immediate deadline
for publication because it didn’t want
to rush the research center’s extensive
process.
The NORC exam ined both the
undervotes and overvotes, ballots with
more than one vote for president. The
center didn’t analyze the data. The
final calculations fell on the shoulders
o f the newspapers,
said Julie
Antelman o f the NORC. The center’s
goal was not to declare a winner, but to
assess the reliability o f the voting sys
tems themselves.
The NORC’s review began on Feb.
5, 2001 and concluded on May 29. The
news consortium set its first potential
publication date as June 30, but the
information wasn’t ready. The consor
tium then set its publishing date for
Sept. 16, but computer malfunctions
pushed the publishing date to Sept. 24.
Courtesy of NORC's Web site
The National Opinion Research Center o f the University o f Chicago took on the
When all hell broke loose on Sept.
task o f scrutinizing more than 99 percent o f Florida’s 176,446 uncounted ballots.
11 , the news consortium told the
Pen points to a hanging chad.
NORC to hold the data until further
notice.
The Miami Herald conducted an debated uncounted Florida ballots?”
independent study with BDO Seidman
They also joined forces so the heavy
LLP, a national accounting and con financial load wouldn’t be forced on
T h e co m p le x itie s o f S ept. 11
sulting firm, and was the first to hop one news organization. Although the
After Sept. 11, there was little cover
on the ballot inspection bandwagon.
project had initially been estimated to age about the consortium holding off
But the news consortium was also cost $500,000, the cost rose to on the release o f the information. But
quick on its toes.
$900,000.
some news organizations hit the con
“The unprecedented decision to
The participating groups included the sortium hard with criticism. The
Florida’s electoral votes to Bush, which
officially ended the presidential race
but not the controversy behind
Florida’s ballots.
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Milwaukee Journal Sentinel reported,
“to deliberately not report major news
is a remarkable decision for them to
take. But they say the decision was
taken because o f a lack o f resources
and that the war on terrorism made
the story irrelevant.”

lished on the Poynter Institute Web
site.
“In a democracy, citizens function
best when they have as much informa
tion as possible, including information
that may anger, repulse, frustrate as
well as inform ation that inspires,

"Journalism is sometimes described as history in a hurry.
Clearly this project did not happen quickly, but it does help
illuminate an important chapter in American political
history. Simply put, that is part of our jo b .”
- Paul Tash in the St. Petersburg Times

While consortium members felt the
information w asn’t irrelevant, they
felt it didn’t need immediate attention.
“There was no immediate need for
citizens to know the information. The
value was long-term,” Steele wrote in
an e-mail interview. “To release the
information right after Sept. 11 would
have been problematic for several rea
sons. The story would have been over
whelmed by coverage o f the terrorism
and the backlash from the public
would have been much stronger, there
fore minimizing the impact o f the proj
ect.”
As the weeks passed, the Associated
Press pushed for publication and in
October, Nov. 12 was set for the release
date.

Bad timing
The consortium continued to reject
claims made by other news organiza
tions that they weren’t releasing the
results to protect the Bush adminis
tration. But, they knew every move
they made regarding the project would
be scrutinized because the election
was wrapped in conspiracy theories.
Because o f this, when the final date
was set the news organizations had
another challenge facing them: how to
report the information with the least
amount o f impending criticism possi
ble.

Steele described it as an ethical
“Catch-22” — the “benefits of the
truth” versus “harm to society.”
Journalism can serve democracy or be
counterproductive to societal inter
ests, said Steele in an article pub

thrills and pleases,” Steele wrote.
Manning Pynn, public editor for
The Orlando Sentinel, told Steele,
”The primary journalistic issue apart
from a commitment to resolve all the
unanswered questions is how to pres
ent the information. It’s a volatile
issue likely to upset a lot o f readers
both for its content and for our appear
ing, by examining a year-old election,
to question the legitimacy o f the sit
ting president. That, o f course, isn’t
what we are doing but that’s what
many o f our readers perceive us to be
doing.”
Franklin also expressed concern
about the timing o f the report, but
realized the main point — to discover
the election process inaccuracies —
hadn’t changed.
“Is it more patriotic to withhold the
ballot review because of the terrorist

Editorial reaction
“It is amazing in these days o f war
and chaos and planes dropping out of
the sky that the warmed-over results
o f a long-ago election still make the
front pages. The vague conclusions
released this week make it clear that
it is time for those obsessed with
rewriting history to finally move on.”
— Segment o f an editorial pub
lished in The Brockton Enterprise o f
Brockton, Mass.

------------------- Florida Ballot Project
attacks? Or, is it more patriotic to
explain how a state’s election system
disenfranchised tens o f thousands of
voters? I guess we’ll leave it for the
readers to decide ... Sure, we may
have a reader uprising on our hands.
All we can do is try to clearly articu
late our rationale to our readers. My
hope is that they’ll understand the
public purpose o f this project. If they
don’t, it may be time to break out the
bullet-proof vest,” Franklin comment
ed.
Steele offered tips to the media con
sortium in an article posted on
www.p 05mter.org. News organizations
must make sure they explain the pur
pose of the project and the methodolo
gy behind the assessment. They must
bring the proper tone to the stories
with headlines, info-graphics, word
choice and photos. They must focus on
the election process not the winnerloser equation and give the story
appropriate weight and play in the
paper and newscasts.
Not all members of the consortium
took Steele’s advice. According to an
article by Dan Fisher, an MSNBC
ombudsman, The New York Times,
The Washington Post, Los Angeles
Times and the Associated Press
focused their reports on how the addi
tional votes would have affected the
elections outcome in four different sce
narios. They focused on the winnerloser equation.
The St. Petersburg Times made
adjustments to its plans on how to
release the information after the
attacks, publishing the report in its

“A recent Gallop poll asked
American who they would prefer as
president today, and 61 percent
favored Bush over Gore’s 35 percent.
The 2000 election was no one’s idea of
the perfect way to choose a president.
It was messy. But it was honest. The
country’s attention now must be
directed elsewhere and not in refight
ing last year’s election. The man who
managed Gore’s campaign, William J.
Daley, put it best: “Anybody who spec
ulates on such stuff at this point is
wasting air, especially in the middle
of what is going on.”
— Segment o f an editorial pub
lished in the Chicago Sun-Times
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Florida Ballot Project '
own section so that readers could “study
the material as their time and interest
allow, so they could come to their own
conclusions about the election,” reporter
Paul Tash wrote. But the newspaper
still heard negative feedback from its
readers saying it was time to move on
and support the president.
The Orlando Sentinel reported that
even Gore said it was time for the
country to move forward. “We are a
nation o f laws, and the presidential
election o f 2000 is over. Right now our
country faces a great challenge as we
seek to successfully combat terrorism.”
The Florida Ballot Project ended
quietly with many people stating there
was no relevance to a story about a
year-old election, but consortium mem
bers still defended the project.
“Journalism is sometimes described
as history in a hurry. Clearly this proj
ect did not happen quickly, but it does
help illuminate an important chapter
in American political history. Simply
put, that is part o f our job ,” Tash wrote
in the St. Petersburg Times.

situation

Ten m onths and m ore than
$900,000 later, the news consortium
had finished its duty to serve democra
cy. The consortium provided its readers
with information they needed to be
free and self-governing. While many
question the relevancy o f the study,
there is now a database o f more than
180,000 Florida ballots for historians’
use.
“We shouldn’t assume it’s gone for
ever just because nobody cares about it
now,” The W ashington Post quoted
CNN analysist Jeff Greenfield. “This
was after all how the president o f the
United States was picked.”
Many consortium members sighed
with relief after the publication. But
ju st because the review had been com
pleted, it didn’t put an end to the con
spiracy theories surrounding the elec
tion. The debate about who Americans
cast their votes for in Florida has been
silenced, but it isn’t over.
Sept. 11 “extinguished the last
traces o f any appetite for a discussion
that m ight call into question the

The total number o f times a
candidate’s names were marked on
ballots determined to be overvotes.
Gore: 80,775
Buchanan: 35,631
Bush: 35,176
Browne: 33,363
Harris: 27,705
Moorehead: 27,648
Hagelin: 27,372
Nader: 26,922
Philips: 24,511
McReynolds: 22,968
(Source: N ew York Tim es, N ew sday)

legitim acy o f the president, who has
his hands full and who needs, and
has, the support o f a nation united in
the
struggle
against
terror,”
H ertzberg wrote in The New Yorker.
“The dam age to dem ocracy has
already been done ... An unhappy
legacy o f the election o f 2000 is that
that day now seems more distant
than ever.”

# o f votes for Bush 1 # o f vptes for Gore

winner

Certified Florida Results

2,912,790

2,912,253

Bush: +537 votes

If Gore’s request to recount
ballots in just four counties
had been completed

2,913,351

2,913,126

Bush: +225 votes

If the U.S. Supreme Court
hadn’t stopped the recount in
Florida

2,916,559

2,916,066

Bush: +493 votes

Allowing only fully-punched
ballot cards and correctly
marked optical-scan ballots

2,915,130

2,915,245

Gore: +115 votes

Using each counties own
standard

2,917,676

2,917,847

Gore: +171 votes

Allowing dimples on punch
cards and any marks on
optical-scan ballots that
indicate a candidate choice

2,924,588

2,924,695

Gore: +107 votes

The Florida Ballot Review conducted by the NORC covered more than 99 percent o f Florida’s 176,446 uncounted ballots.
(Source: New York Times, Newsday)

Laura Parvey is a 2002 graduate o f the School o f Journalism. She was ch ief copy editor for the
Montana Kaimin and will be an intern for the Missoulian this summer. She hopes to pursue a career
in book or magazine publishing.
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TAKING A
deeper

LOOK

Jodi Rave Lee unearths
buried topics
as the first national
correspondent for
Native issues
by

Dan D ’ A m b r o s i o

ith the traditions o f
jou rn alism spanning
centuries, it is hard to
find anything unprecedented in the
profession — that is until Jodi Rave
Lee.
The M andan/H idatsa journalist,
for whom Lee Newspapers created a
national correspondent position cov
ering Indian issues for the entire
chain, embraces an unprecedented
move not only for Lee, but also for any
newspaper chain in America.
She grew up in North Dakota on
the Ft. Berthold Reservation and
attended high school in Bismarck. In
high school Rave first became aware
that Indians, when they did receive
coverage in local papers, didn’t
receive fair coverage. Another side to
the story always existed.
Rave Lee also found that she was
able to listen to whites as they talked
about how they really felt about
Indians.
“Both o f my parents are Indian,
but I do have a full-blooded
Norwegian grandmother,” Rave Lee
said. “I’m not as dark as the stereo
type (Indian). White people in North
Dakota didn’t always realize I was
Indian, so I overheard a lot o f com
ments about Indians that couldn’t be
further from the truth; they get free

w
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Courtesy of Lincoln Journal Star

Jodi Rave Lee surrounded by her work at the Lincoln Journal Star
paychecks, they don’t work; they’re
lazy ...”
Rave Lee joined her high school
paper as a graphic artist and when
the journalism advisor asked for a
guest editorial, Rave Lee decided to
submit one about the United Tribes
Powwow in Bismarck.
“That was the whole start o f my
writing,” she said. “I wrote about the
powwow, explained what it was, what
it meant to Native people — a way of
keeping our traditions alive.”
Later in the year when the jour
nalism advisor called the newspaper
sta ff together to announce the
N orthern
Interscholastic
Press
Association awards, he said one of
them had received an award for edito
rial writing.
“Everyone looked at the editorial
w riter and started congratulating
her, but I was the one who won,” Rave
Lee said.

The award really boosted her selfconfidence and offered her encourage
ment, Rave Lee said.
It was the first example o f a pat
tern that would characterize Rave
Lee’s career as a journalist — stand
ing out from the rest.
Despite the success she enjoyed
and the encouragement she received
as a result o f her first published work,
Rave Lee did not enter journalism
school after graduating high school in
1982. Instead, she took a job writing
for the tribal newspaper on the Fort
Berthold reservation.
One o f her stories for the paper
took her to the local coal gasification
plant, where Natives had a hard time
getting jobs. Rave Lee wrote her story
about what steps Natives could take
to increase their chances o f landing a
position at the plant, which paid well
for the region. She ended up taking
the advice herself and getting a job as
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Jodi Rave Lee '
a laborer in the plant, m aking ry based on their treaty rights. It was
a good opportunity to explain the
$30,000 yearly at the age o f 20.
But after several years working at treaties are still valid.”
Not only did Rave Lee not get to do
the coal gasification plant, Rave Lee
the story, but she also had to sit by as
left to travel around the U nited
States. She explored from 1987 to the environmental reporter reduced
1989, and said she learned something the entire matter o f the tribe’s treaty
rights to a single paragraph in the
important about herself.
story. Rave Lee blamed herself for not
“I wanted to be a journalist even
during that time,” Rave Lee said. “I being aggressive enough to get the
was always trying to do some free assignment.
“I don’t think I wrote one story in
lance writing and that sort o f thing.
That’s when I decided I really want to Boise that had to do with Native peo
ple,” she said.
do this.”
Her Navajo husband, Frankie Lee,
It was 1990, and seven years had
gone by since Rave Lee graduated from was a civil engineer and was having a
high school. Now that she was sure hard time finding a job in Boise.
about the path she wanted to follow, she Expanding his job search, he eventu
ally was hired by
joined the National
an engineering
Guard as a journal
firm in Salt Lake
ist. After attending
"Stories about Native
City.
the National Guard’s
people
only make their way
Faced w ith a
journalism school at
into
the
paper
when
there’
s
w
eekend
m ar
Laramie
County
riage
and
a
long,
Community College controversy. Papers w eren’t
difficult
commute
in Cheyenne, Wyo.,
covering the news just to
if she were to stay
for a year, Rave Lee
cover it.”
in Boise, Rave Lee
moved to Denver and
called the Salt
enrolled in the jour
-Jodi Rave Lee
nalism program in
Lake Tribune and
was told they did
another community
n’t have any jobs.
college. She had her
eye on the journalism program at the She sent her clips and resume any
University o f Colorado in Boulder, but way. She then called and said she was
needed to establish residency in the going to be in town the next day and
state to have any hope o f affording the asked if she could stop by. “If you want
Boulder program.
to,” was the noncommittal reply.
After a year, Rave Lee applied and
W hat began as an informal visit
was accepted to the journalism school turned into a job offer covering busi
in Boulder. She completed her degree ness for the Salt Lake Tribune. The
in three years. Rave Lee grew up paper wanted to expand its business
quickly on her first job as a business
beat and created a position ju st for
reporter for the Idaho Statesman in her. It seemed a remarkable turn o f
Boise, Idaho. She found herself feel events for the persistent Rave Lee,
ing as if she was learning to swim by yet she remained unfulfilled as a
jum ping into the deep end.
journalist.
“It was a Gannett paper, and they
“I w asn’t all that happy there
expect high output o f copy,” Rave Lee either,” Rave Lee said. “I was doing
said. “It was hard to keep up with my thing. I w ouldn’t say I was
that pace, especially being in a new
excelling at it. It was a tough situa
beat, a new city. It was stressful.”
tion, because I wasn’t all that hyped
At the Statesman, Rave Lee also up about business reporting. I
had her first experience with trying thought it would get me closer to
to pitch an Indian story to a major reporting on Indian issues.”
newspaper.
It was part o f her strategy, formed
“There was a story triggered by the by asking editors and fellow reporters
treaty rights o f a tribe in Idaho and I for their recommendations on how
really wanted to do it, but the editor she could get herself an Indian beat.
gave it to the environmental reporter,”
“The closest I would have gotten to
Rave Lee said. “The tribe had a victo reporting on Native people would be
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as a political writer, and a lot o f peo
ple said business and politics were
interrelated, so (business reporting)
was a way in,” Rave Lee said.
As it turned out, Rave Lee’s report
ing strategy w orked to a lim ited
degree in Salt Lake City. She was cov
ering a business angle on the
Olympics when she learned that the
tribes in the area felt they were being
shut out o f participating in any o f the
economic opportunities as a result of
the games coming to Salt Lake City.
Rave Lee w ent to the pap er’s
Olympics beat reporter with her tip,
and he told her to go ahead with the
story herself. Rave Lee jum ped at the
chance to write the story, in which
she compared the plight o f the Utah
Indians to the involvement o f the
Native people in Canada in the 1988
Calgary games.
The story ran front page. W hile the
story was a success, making a differ
ence for the tribes in the area, Rave
Lee found herself even more uncer
tain that she could make it as a jour
nalist, because she wasn’t happy.
“At that point I’d come to the real
ization that there are no (Indian)
beats,” Rave Lee said. “I was doubt
ing m yself as a journalist. W hat I
wanted to be a journalist for wasn’t
happening.
“Stories about Native people only
make their way into the paper when
there’s controversy. Papers weren’t
covering the news ju st to cover it.”
It was at this moment o f doubt and
disappointm ent that a remarkable
thing happened to her. No one was
more surprised than Rave Lee herself.
“Out o f the blue I got a call from
Joe Starita at the Lincoln Journal
Star saying they had a business
reporting job open at the paper,” Rave
Lee said. “He said that he put out a
lot o f phone calls and a lot o f people
recommended me for the job. ‘I made
20 phone calls and 18 people said call
Jodi Rave (Lee).’”
But Rave Lee was not particular
ly receptive to Starita’s interest in
her as a reporter. The jo b at the
Licoln Journal Star was another
business beat. Rave Lee did not
w ant to cover business again and
the Lincoln Journal Star w as actu
ally a sm aller p a p er than the
Tribune. Again, Rave Lee felt pangs
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Jodi Rave Lee
o f doubt in her ab ilities as a jo u r 
nalist.
Rave Lee w a sn ’t cou n tin g on
Columbia’s Graduate School of Journalism is
Starita’s rem arkable ability to find
honoring Jodi Rave Lee and the Lincoln
out what people are all about. As
Journal Star in June for excellent work in cov
they talked, it didn’t take Starita
ering Native issues.
long to uncover what Rave Lee real
Rave Lee will be honored during a gathering
ly wanted to do.
in
New York City titled “Let’s Do It Better”
“For once, I said I really got into
Workshop
on Race and Ethnicity.
journalism becau se I w an ted to
In
the
nominating form for Rave Lee,
report on Indian issues,” she said. “I
Kathleen Rutledge, Journal Star editor, wrote:
really had an honest heart-to-heart
“Writers for big-city newspapers tend to gravi
talk w ith h im .” Rave Lee told
tate to the word ‘desolate’ when they write
Starita that she didn’t know if jo u r
about Indian reservations. Jodi Rave (Lee)
nalism was right for her and that
wields a richer vocabulary in the reports she
she was having doubts about contin
writes about Native issues: spiritual healing, historical grief, Brave
uing as a reporter.
Hearts, success....
Starita responded by asking Rave
“In the articles and columns we have enclosed for the workshop’s con
Lee to send her resum e and clips.
sideration, Jodi Rave (Lee) does not gloss over troubles and the contro
She called to make sure he had
versies in Indian Country: alarming rates of smoking among Native
received her clips and resum e.
women; the clash of views over Native nicknames for white sports
Starita said he had. A fter reading
teams; an epidemic of suicides among Native youth and what Native
them, he said he wanted to kidnap
people are doing about it. Nor does she gloss over other features of
her. He talked Rave Lee into com ing
Native life: a return to the age-old cradleboard tradition; the economic
to Lincoln for an interview. To over
and social achievements of the Ho-Chunk tribal corporation; a genera
come her reluctance, he pointed out
tion of Native youth spiritually connected to their culture’s traditions....
that she was living in Salt Lake City
“Jodi Rave (Lee) writes in ways that give her readers a better under
writing about banks.
standing of the depths and complexities of Native lives, whether lived on
In her interview w ith Starita,
or off those reservations, that too many writers see as being about one
thing only.”
which also included editor David
Rave Lee also won first place honors from the Native American
Stoeffler, the subject quickly turned
Journalists Association in 2001 for best news writng daily. In 2000, she
to reporting on Indian issues. When
won the first place award for feature writing from NAJA. She won best
she was asked how often she would
mainstream coverage of a Native issue from NAJA in 1998 also.
want to report on Indian issues,
which would be in addition to her
business reporting, Rave Lee threw
later, the trio was going to Lee
“We got all 25 column inches, not
out a high number.
10,” Starita said.
N ew spaper’s m anagement in Iowa
“I went over with the attitude that
“There’s a lot o f people outside
with a rem arkable proposal.
I didn’t have anything to lose,” Rave
The call from Starita came. He Lee who couldn’t believe it,” Rave
Lee said. “It doesn’t make sense for had a job offer. Then he told Rave Lee Lee said. “They don’t have the best
me to leave (Salt
that he would like reputation for coverin g N ative
Lake City) and
issues. That they w ould hire a
to offer her the job
here’s what I really
Native woman to cover Indian issues
o
f
being
the
nation
"For once, / said I really
want to do. I want
al correspondent caught a lot o f people by surprise.”
to report on Indian Sot into journalism because for Lee newspapers
An announcement in June 1998 o f
issues 10 times a I wanted to report on Indian covering
Indian the hiring o f Jodi Rave Lee and a
month, or three
issues. I really had an
issues
for
the description o f her new beat in all the
times a week, or
Lee newspapers brought Rave Lee
entire
chain.
honest heart-to-heart talk
whatever. I did
hundreds
o f e-mails and letters from
“I
was
shocked,”
with him. ”
throw out a high
Rave Lee said. “He excited readers with story ideas, or
number.
I ju st
decided to shoot for ju st words o f encouragement. The e-Jodi Rave Lee
thought what the
the moon on this mails and letters weren’t all from
hell. I didn’t even
one and he got the Native people. Many whites wrote to
know if I would
her as well.
stars.”
stay in journalism (any)more.”
Covering a territory that includes
Starita told Rave Lee that not
After returning to Salt Lake City, only had corporate given them the nine states and stretches from the
Rave Lee received a call from Starita go-ahead to offer the job to her, but Great Lakes to the Great Plains,
asking her to bear with him and give
also committed to devoting signifi Rave Lee quickly m oved beyond
him some time. The editors were- cant space to the project.
w hat Indian jou rn a lists call the
working it out. As she would learn

Rave Lee's Achievements and Honors
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Jodi Rave Lee
three C ’s o f Indian stories — casi
nos, crim e and custom s.
In her first year on the Indian
beat, Rave Lee w rote stories on
N ative w om en sm okers, u sin g
cradleboards for their infants, the
appointm ent o f the new Secretary o f
the Interior and a taxation bill in
the Suprem e C ourt th at had an
effect on tribes.
“The beat has gotten stronger as
I’ve been able to fill it ou t,” Rave Lee
said. “It’s a balance o f topics.”
Rave Lee has attended m eetings
w ith all o f the Lee editors to get
input on stories they’d like to see
covered. She w as also flow n to a
m eeting o f the board o f directors so
they could m eet her. In addition to
her regular stories, Rave Lee does

one package each year in w hich she
gives extensive coverage to one topic
affecting N ative people. H er pack
age in 2001 was a nine-part series
on su icid e am on g In d ian you th ,
w hich is at epidem ic levels.
Suicide was a topic Rave Lee sug
gested at one o f the m any m eetings
she has w ith her editors, and it was
Stoeffler who suggested it for the
topic o f her big package for the year.
“I still think how incredibly lucky
I am ,” she said.
Early in 2001, Stoeffler was tapped
by Lee managem ent to move into the
corporate offices in Davenport, Iowa,
as vice-p resid en t o f new s. W ith
Stoeffler in a position to affect things
at a corporate level, Rave Lee
approached him with an idea for the

direction o f the Indian beat. She told
him that as much as she loved report
ing, she wanted to be in management
where she could oversee a team o f
reporters covering Indian stories.
Each reporter would cover the reser
vations in individual states. And
there still could be a reporter in Rave
Lee’s current position, someone cover
ing the big picture.
“Its one step at a tim e, and that’s
the next logical step,” she said. “I
can’t cover all these stories.”
I f Lee takes Rave Lee up on her
proposal, the chain w ill once again
be breaking new ground. Perhaps
the w ake from th at action w ill
spread even farther than the first
step taken in m aking Rave Lee their
national correspondent.

Dan D ’A mbrosio was born and raised in Tulsa, Okla. He received his undergraduate degree in
advertising from the University o f Tulsa in 1980 and has worked for 20 years at M issoula’s Adventure
Cycling, where he is director o f publications. He is currently working on his master’s degree in
journalism and will graduate in the summer o f 2003.
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QUEER ACTION V. MISSOULIAN:
Burning the messenger
Missoulian article fires up members of the community

by

Pa u l Q u e n e a u

hen arsonists torched the
home o f two Missoula les
bians and their 22 -monthold baby, during the early morning
hours of Feb. 8 the community erupt
ed in anger and concern.
Eight days later w hen the
Missoulian printed an article stating
the women were possible suspects,
members o f the sam e com m unity
erupted in anger again, and the news
paper became the focus o f intense
criticism.
This outrage culminated in the
creation o f a group called Queer
Action, who threatened to picket the
Missoulian office if the paper, among
other things, didn’t run a front-page
apology and have its staff take sensi
tivity training.
Although the demands weren’t met,
the picket never took place. Instead, it
was called off in exchange for a moder
ated community forum, where Mike
Mclnally, editor o f the paper, was
forced to defend the paper’s coverage
before an angry crowd.
At the forum, Queer Action handed
out a packet to members o f the audi
ence. It included an explanation o f
the group’s motives, a photocopy o f
the offending article from the
Missoulian and a sheet o f paper with
a revision o f the article “as it could
have been,” complete with a new title,
kicker and pull-quote.
Reader feedback helps a newspa
per keep track o f what those on the
other side o f the page are thinking,
but when critiquing gets to the point
of having a story rewritten and pre
sented in a public setting, it becomes
more humbling.

W
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Jonathan Proctor, left, points out part o f a Missoulian article from February 16
that members o f Queer Action thought to be misleading as Spider McKnight looks
on during a public forum in March at the University o f Montana.

Tragedy ignites support
The Missoulian had a challenge in
covering the arson story right from
the start. Gary Jahrig, the cops and
courts reporter, would have normally
covered the event but he was in
Bozeman for a hockey tournament.
Ginny Merriam , the social issues
reporter, normally would have taken
over for Jahrig, but she was out of
town as well.
So it was up to the city government
and education reporters to cover a
major story that wasn’t on their beat.
“We did okay the first day,”
M clnally said.
The Missoulian began its coverage
Feb. 9 with a front-page story listing
the general facts o f the case: the fire

was being considered arson; it was
started by a person igniting a flam
mable liquid inside the house; and
the women would not speak to the
paper about it.
The couple had already made the
news on Monday o f the same week by
being part of a lawsuit filed demand
ing benefits for same-sex partners
from
the
M ontana
U niversity
System. They had subsequently
received a death threat in the mail
Wednesday, which contained a white
powder that later proved not to be
anthrax.
The women and their baby escaped
the flames unhurt, but the communi
ty response to the arson was rapid:
more than 700 people showed up the
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Courtesy of Josh Parker

The day after the arson, demonstrators head west on Main Street in Missoula,
Mont., on their way to the Higgins Avenue Bridge.
next day in a rally o f support for the
couple and to denounce hate crimes.
Missoula, known for its progressive
attitude and prominent gay commu
nity, came alive. Editorials were writ
ten, relief funds were set up. Fliers
saying “Hate H urts: We Stand
Together” began showing up on win
dows and doors all over town.
A r tic le fir e s u p c o m m u n ity
When Jahrig returned, it was up
to him to follow up on the coverage o f
the crime. Following a week o f minor
updates, Jahrig came out with his
first major story about the arson on
Feb. 16, co-authored w ith form er
crime reporter Michael Moore.
Jahrig said Moore came in to help
finish the story because he was going
to be gone on Friday, the day before
the article was to go to print.
“Any time you write about a crime,
you have to be careful what you
write,” Jahrig said. “If you’re a pro
fessional, you pride yourself on being
fair and accurate.”
The main part o f the story was
Jahrig’s work, he said, and Moore
just helped him tie it together. Jahrig
said he knew that the story would be
controversial, but he didn’t know how
much.
“I anticipated there would be some
backlash,” Jahrig said.
The article was headlined “Police
narrow focus in arson investigation:
Authorities say two scenarios still
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within realm o f possibility.” The lead
said that police were looking into two
possibilities: someone both broke into
the house and set the fire, or the
women set the fire themselves.
The unity that the community had
show n at the rally the w eekend
before was suddenly shattered.
Angry letters began flowing in to the
Missoulian, taking it to task for cast
ing suspicion on those not yet official
ly named by police as suspects.
For those who had not heard the
rumor, reading the article was the
first time the scenario o f the women
starting the fire them selves had
occurred to many people.
“I swore,” said Karen Loos, chair
wom an o f M issoula Advocates for
Human Rights and co-chairwoman of
the Missoula Five Valleys Chapter o f
PFLAG, Parents and Friends o f
Lesbians and Gays. “I ju st had a
sinking feeling that all the support
that was at the rally was basically
gone.”
Jahrig took the feedback in stride
saying he is used to some negative
feedback on his stories even though
he knows that he has to be careful
what he writes.
“In this case people didn’t really
appreciate us relaying the message, I
guess,” Jahrig said.
A point o f contention for many peo
ple seemed to be the arrangement o f
the facts, and in particular the head
line, kicker and lead, all o f which

focused on two possible scenarios in
the arson: either the women did it, or
somebody else did.
“They could have ju st said ‘as in
every arson investigation, the occu
pants are being investigated,’” said
Gaiyn Taylor, m em ber o f Queer
Action.
M clnally said he didn’t think that
the arrangement was so much o f a
factor.
“There are always different ways
you can approach a story, different
ways to write a story. Certainly some
things could have been done differ
ently. Maybe you could have struc
tured the story a little differently. I
don’t know that that would have
mattered. Any way you slice and dice
the words, any way you arrange the
story, that information that’s bound
to upset some people is bound to be in
the story.”
The main reason for discussing
the couple’s possible culpability in
the article was because it was a
rumor that needed to be either con
firmed or dispelled.
“It was information that was being
widely discussed in the community,
the rum ors were inescapable,”
M clnally said, “and in fact what hap
pened with the story that we pub
lished on Saturday I think put some
meat on the bones.”
D ir e c t a c tio n
As response to the article began
to arrive in letters and phone calls,
M clnally got into his normal mode of
being open for discussion, and
telling people he would take their
thoughts under consideration.
But on the follow ing Friday,
M clnally got a fax from a group he
had never heard of, with only an email address for a contact.
Queer Action is a “direct action”
group, a form o f protest made popu
lar by groups like Earth First!.
Rather than lobbying, educating and
having workshops, they practice
direct action, or a “direct response to
an issue o f concern,” according to
their mission statement.
U sing a series o f escalatin g
responses, direct action targets poli
cies, laws, actions and statements,
but not people. Although actions are
nonviolent, they include the possi
bility o f civil disobedience, where
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there is risk o f arrest i f a law is bro
ken.
When the article in the Missoulian
was published, some o f the membersto-be o f Queer Action were taking
part in a direct action workshop, and
they decided to use the knowledge to
start their own group.
“We did not form to do actions
against the M issoulian,” said group
member Christina McKnight. “It just
happened that way.”
Queer Action said the Missoulian
was “sensationalizing ordinary facts”
by structuring the article in a way
that hyped the situation o f victims
being suspects, som ething they
understood was an ordinary part o f
every investigation, and therefore
not news.
“The article was incredibly damag
ing for many reasons,” said Queer
Action member Sarah Howell. “It
wasn’t libelous, so to speak, but the
choices they made, the length, the
arrangement o f facts, I feel were very
conscious.”
Queer A ction also felt the
Missoulian was treating the victims
differently in this case because they
were lesbians.
“If it was a straight couple with a
baby, would it have been slanted this
way?” McKnight said.
So on Friday, Feb. 22, Queer
Action sent the Missoulian a fax issu
ing six demands that would result in
a picket if they were not met. That
Sunday, the group tucked a flier in
practically every Missoulian in every

Wednesday at 5 p.m. if the demands written the Feb. 16 article and a
were not met.
promise that the paper would change
As Queer Action gave only an e- the way it was covering the arson.
mail address to communicate with,
M clnally responded by saying that
M clnally was forced to try to make
although he was always happy to
amends with the group without actu have feedback about the paper’s cov
ally talking to
them.
He offered to
meet the group in
a public setting to
discuss the m at
ter, a move that
prompted many in
the gay communi
ty to begin criticiz
ing the planned
protest.
“M y offer has
always been to go
out and talk about
the paper’s cover
Courtesy of Mike Cohea
age,”
M clnally
A flier from Queer Action sits inside o f a Missoulian paper
said. “(That offer) box on the University o f Montana campus in Craig Hall.
was
made
to The direct action group blasted the newspaper for several
Queer Action.”
“sensationalized” articles that appeared to focus suspicion

Community
forum

on Adrianne N eff and Carla Grayson for setting the fire in
their own home.

The picket was finally called off at
the last minute in favor o f a commu
nity forum, and M clnally gave some
suggestions for a possible moderator
and location, but it was ultimately
up to the Queer Action to plan the
event.
As the forum began the following
Monday night at the University of
Montana before an audience o f about
75, M clnally was surprised at the

" The article was incredibly damaging for many reasons. It
wasn't libelous, so to speak, but the choices they madef the
length, the arrangement of facts, / feel were very conscious. ”
Sarah Howell,
Queer Action member

newspaper stand around Missoula.
The flier, which used an imitation
Missoulian insignia w as titled
“Misinformation” and included the
sentence “The Missoulian is dissemi
nating false information about les
bians” in bold lettering.
The flier included faxed demands
already faxed to the Missoulian, and
threatened a picket the following

rigid structure o f the conversation,
with opening and closing speeches,
timed rebuttals and other formali
ties.
“I really didn’t know what to
expect,” M clnally said. “I was a little
taken aback at how formatted the
meeting turned out to be.”
Queer Action demanded an apolo
gy for the way the Missoulian had

erage, he still stood behind every
thing the Missoulian had published
on the arson.
“I’ve been accused that our cover
age has been shameless sensational
ism,” M clnally said at the forum.
“This story has not been unverified in
any way. It’s been accurate.”
He also bristled at the comment
that recent articles were an attempt
by the paper to meet some o f Queer
Action’s demands.
“The one thing said here that ticks
me off a little bit was that recent arti
cles were an attempt to atone for past
sins,” M clnally said at the forum.
“We were working on these stories for
weeks, I did not accede to the Queer
Action demands. I’m not going to do
that.”
The audience was mostly critical
o f the Missoulian.
Peter Shober, pastor of University
Congregational Church, was one of
those who spoke. M clnally is an
active
m em ber
of
U niversity
Congregational.
“Mike (Mclnally) is a dear friend
o f mine, but I’m not afraid to tell him
I did not like this article,” he said at
the forum.
Merriam had written a preview of
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the forum, and attended with hope o f
covering it in the next day’s paper.
She said she had a false im pres
sion o f what the event would focus
on.
“I went there with the idea o f pos
sibly covering it. Not about ju st us,
but about all m edia,” Merriam said.
But after seeing that the forum
was only going to center around that
one article, she decided she couldn’t
write an objective story when it was
so close to home.
“I didn’t write a story because I
couldn’t imagine writing a credible
story,” Merriam said.
M clnally said he was disappointed
with the outcome o f the forum.

the individual w ord choices and
placements. But I really feel that
acknow ledging the pow er o f lan 
guage, especially as the editor o f our
only daily newspaper in Missoula, is
o f utm ost im portance.”
“Afterwards, though, I feel that we
haven’t seen any more truly dam ag
ing things,” Howell said.

Column asks fo r time
Little has been written about the
arson since March 6 , when Fred Van
Valkenburg, the Missoula County
attorney, asked police to stop talking
to the press about the case.
Van Valkenburg wrote a guest col
umn in the M issoulian April 16 titled

"T here needed to be a cooling-off period. I think it has
helped the gay community feel a little bit better about te
justice system. ”

- Karen Loos,
chairwoman of Missoula Advocates for Human Rights
“From m y perspective, w hat I
wanted to do m ainly was listen and
respond. I really w asn’t interested in
going to the forum and debating the
details o f whether the coverage was
appropriate,” he said. “I think what
happened at the forum didn’t make it
any easier for anybody to come out o f
their corners.”
Howell o f Queer Action had mixed
feelings about the event.
“I feel good that it happened, and I
think it’s a positive step toward see
ing more com m unity involvem ent,
and more acknow ledgm ent o f the
responsibility o f newspapers, espe
cially in places like M ontana where
we often don’t have more than one
daily newspaper,” Howell said. “But
the end result com ing from Mike
M clnally was pretty disappointing to
me. For me, his whole take on it was
that he didn’t want to quibble about

“Quiet is allowing investigators to do
th eir jo b in arson case,” w hich
praised the success o f the silence.
“I have been pleased w ith the
response to my request — not only
within law enforcement circles, but
also w ithin the com m unity as a
w h ole,” Van V alkenburg w rote.
“Because public speculation and
inquiry have been relatively quiet in
the past month or so, investigators in
this case have been able to focus their
attention on the day-to-day w ork
involved in a difficult case such as
this one, rather than having to spend
their time defending or justifying any
motives attributed to their work.”
In a later interview about the col
umn, Van Valkenburg said, “It has
sort o f settled the community down.”
Others active in the gay com m uni
ty agree.
“There needed to be a cooling-off

period,” said Loos. “I think it has
helped the gay com m unity feel a lit
tle bit better about the justice sys
tem .”
M ona Bachmann, a member o f the
Outfield Alliance, a gay and lesbian
group o f faculty and staff at UM,
agrees.
“I think it has h elped,” said
Bachmann. “They (the police) should
have kept a lot to themselves from
the very beginning.”
However, Howell had a different
opinion.
“I thought it was horrible,” she
said. “He said what he had to say
well, and he was respectful, but I
really feel like his whole message
was stay silent and everything will
be okay. I really feel (it’s dangerous)
to applaud the people o f M issoula for
not asking questions, for not seeking
out inform ation about w hat’s going
on in their community, with their
police and their safety.”
Van Valkenburg said the silence is
temporary, and answers to questions
people have w ill eventually be
answered.
“It’s ju st a short term thing here,”
he said. “Certainly (the public) wants
to know what happened, and at some
point they’re going to have to be
inform ed.”
“You’ve got to try and provide
some answers, too.”
Van Valkenburg said he hopes his
editorial in the M issoulian has
helped give people confidence that
the investigation has not been forgot
ten.
“I wanted to give people enough
confidence that law enforcement is
doing its best and making progress
on the investigation.”
W hether the crime will be solved
anytim e soon is anyone’s guess, Van
Valkenburg said.
“All I can say is that I hope so. It
would be almost like trying to read a
crystal ball, but I hope it w ill.”

Paul Queneau is a 2002 graduate o f the University o f Montana School o f Journalism. He was the
cops and courts reporter for the Montana Kaimin and reported on this incident. He was also the
Webmaster for the paper for two and a h a lf years and is an award-winning nice guy.
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F ro m th e c la s s ro o m to th e n e w s ro o m ,
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th e s e G r e a t F a lls T rib u n e e m p lo y e e s c a r e e r s :
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Michael B abcock
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Linda Caricaburu
Mike Dennison
Mark Downey
Richard Ecke
Cassie Eliasson
Cathy (Kauffman) Gretch
Liz Hahn
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Dan H ollow

“ For the past 25 years, I have
been in involved in writing,
reporting, copy editing, headline
writing, photography, layout and
production in both newspapers
and magazines. I learned those
crafts at the UM School o f
Journalism, and not a day goes
by that at least one o f my
professors isn t sitting on my
shoulder, encouraging me to do
my best, do it right and have fun.”
— Larry Winslow, Assistant News Editor
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T r ib u n e

“ Learning at UM s School o f
Journalism was always a
hands-on experience. My
professors had high
expectations for me to get out
and dive into story topics.
Looking back, I now know how
valuable that experience was.”
— Beth Britton, Business Editor

A Pulitzer Prize-winning newspaper
www.greatfallstribune.com
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REVIVING RELIGION COVERAGE
The tragedy of Sept. 11 brought more attention to religious differences in
America and thrust religion issues into the forefront

B y J o h n Ha f n e r

ammy Kershaw, a country west
ern singer, said the three sub
jects never to bring up in con
versation are “politics, religion and
her.” Fortunately, this is not true in
journalism. Religion has earned its
place in the Am erican press, and
Sept. 11 focused journalists’ attention
on the role o f religion in both private
life
and
international
news.
“Before Sept. 11 , many
Americans took for granted our
ability to live with deep religious
differences in this country, and
many o f us ignored the role reli
gion plays in world affairs. Now
we know better,” said Charles
Haynes, senior scholar for the
Freedom
Forum ’s
First
Amendm ent Center, in an
October 2001 online article.
Religion stories involving
Sept. 11 have dominated the news
since the attacks, and they have
veered in two distinct directions. One
type lauds America’s ability to rise
above calamity and celebrate the reli
gious diversity o f its people. Stories
with headlines like “Thousands gather
to listen and pray” run with photos
depicting people o f various races and
religions joining together under a ban
ner of love, peace and tolerance.
The other type o f story — the one
that has been reported more often —
concerns the widespread fear that
Muslims in America would be the tar
gets o f racial profiling and hate
crimes.
With photos o f Palestinian children
dancing in the streets when the towers
fell, it came as no surprise that there
would be fear o f mass hatred toward
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Muslims. These stories have had
headlines like “Muslims fear attacks
may cause backlash.”
“The dominant im pulse was to
show American Muslims as loyal, lawabiding people, who should not be
blamed for terrorist acts apparently
committed by a few o f their co-religionists,” said Mark Silk in an online
article for the Leonard E. Greenberg
Center for the Study o f Religion in
Public Life. “Lines were drawn

between the patriotic Muslims at
home and the bad ones over there,”
Silk said.
Journalists led the charge for open
apologies to Muslims. On Sept. 14,
The Denver Post declared, “As
Americans bristle with patriotism in
the wake o f the terrorist attacks, we
also must shoulder some shame over
ignorant, vengeful attacks on Muslims
and others who simply appear to be
Muslims.”
The diversity com m ittee o f the
Society o f Professional Journalists
went as far as adopting 12 guidelines
for how journalists should cover Islam,
Arabs, Arab-Americans and Muslims.
The guidelines are meant to provide
direction on choosing and covering sto
ries that demystify the Arab communi

ty. They encourage the media to
include a variety o f Arab opinions and
perspectives in all types o f stories. For
example, they recommend seeking out
an Arab businessman’s perspective in
a business or finance story.
“Some o f the pertinent points cov
ered ... say that we should not stereo
type, misrepresent, oversimplify or
highlight incidents out o f context. And
that we should give voices to the voice
less, avoid imposing our own cultural
values on others, and tell the story of
the diversity and magnitude o f the
human experience boldly, even if it is
unpopular to do so,” said A1 Cross, SPJ
president and political columnist for
The Courier-Journal in Louisville, Ky.
The SPJ’s guidelines seem extreme
to some journalists, especially guide
line 12 , which advises reporters to
“ask men and women from within tar
geted communities to review your cov
erage and make suggestions.”
Stephen Hayes, staff writer for The
Daily Standard, lashed out at the
guidelines in an Oct. 31 editorial.
“Imagine the outcry if a newspaper
editor permitted a Catholic priest to
revise — before publication — a
reporter’s story about a pro-life rally,”
Hayes said. “Or if a columnist called in
a tobacco executive to edit an article
about the hazards o f smoking.”
Hayes said the SPJ’s guidelines are
“absurd” and “come perilously close to
calling for racial and religious quotas
in both news photography and compo
sition...They focus so obsessively on
avoiding ‘offensive’ words and phrases
that truth and accuracy seem like sec
ondary concerns.”
Hayes said most Americans know
that Muslim terrorists don’t represent
Islam as a whole. “Straightforward,
accurate journalism” eliminates the
need for the guidelines, he said.
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” Religion Coverage
Lynn Schwanke, religion editor o f
the Missoulian, expressed a similar
opinion. Good reporting should elimi
nate the threat o f religious or racial
profiling, and the push for political
correctness can cause reporters to “get
all tangled up in jargon” and sacrifice
clarity, she said.
Jim Strauss, editor o f the Great
Falls Tribune, said “the spirit behind
the guidelines is on target,” but jou r
nalists need to find a “middle ground”
that allows them to “inform without
offending.”
“If we muddy our copy, who are we
really serving?” Strauss said.
There also has been an increase in
stories about Israel and the on-going
war between Jews and Palestinians.
With continued coverage o f Bush’s
claim that the war on terror will
extend to all nations who harbor ter
rorists, it’s likely that religion will con
tinue to dominate the news. And with
concern over prejudice and heightened
sensitivity toward Muslims, as demon
strated by the SPJ’s guidelines, it’s
evident that there are no easy solu
tions to the problems posed by reli
gious issues and controversy.
With religion under a media micro
scope since Sept. 11, a few prominent
religious leaders o f non-Muslim per
suasion were bound to stick their feet
in their mouths. Jerry Falwell and Pat
Robertson, who are no strangers to
stirring up controversy in the name o f
religion, did just that.
On Robertson’s cable television
show, “The 700 Club,” Falwell blamed
“the pagans and the abortionists and
the feminists and the gays and the les
bians” for what Robertson called “God
lifting his protection over this nation.”
“Instead o f rallying the religious
right, Falwell and Robertson’s com
ments provoked the wrath o f a public
press unified by crisis and in no mood
for religious finger pointing,” said
Michael Navarstek in an online article
for the Greenberg center. “Neither
minister was prepared for the aston
ishing barrage o f condemnation that
fell upon them from media outlets o f
all shapes and sizes,” he said.
James Werrell, a columnist for the
Rock Hill, S.C. Herald said, “Add the
‘700 Club Jihad’ to the list o f funda
mentalist extrem ists who pose a
threat to the future o f America.” The
Baltimore Sun called Falwell a
“reminder o f our own fault lines: One
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man talking about the judgment of
God is a warning about how we will
stand — together or apart.”
Some journalists chose instead to
give credit to those religious leaders
who preach patience rather than lash
out. The Minneapolis Star Tribune
said, “Falwell gets headlines for his
flam e-throwing, but thousands of
somber and reasoned voices speak for
Christianity.”
Falwell admitted on”‘Good Morning
America” that his comments “missed

Science Monitor article. A December
survey o f 1,500 adults by the Pew
Forum on Religion and Public Life
found that 78 percent o f Americans
believe religion is increasing in influ
ence, compared to 37 percent just six
months ago. It’s the highest measure
of religion’s popularity in 40 years.
For many, the survey is proof that
the United States has entered a new
era o f increased spirituality, in which
religion is no longer merely a private
matter.

" Writing well about religion is fundamentally at odds with
journalism. If journalism is about skepticism and religion is
about beliefs, you've got a clash of cultures. To cover a
priesty how can you say, f You fool. How can you say some
one has risen from the dead?'”
-Ellen Hume
in an article for American Journalism Review

the mark,” but Robertson refused to
apologize. “He insisted that his strug
gle to bring God back into the national
consciousness must go on,” Navarstek
said.
The stories stemming from Sept. 11
are ju st one type that religion
reporters must tackle. The beat covers
a number o f diverse issues. Anything
from the dangers of religious profiling
to the demand for nondenominational
Christmas trees is fair game. Despite
lim ited budgets and frequent cut
backs, newspapers are reporting on
the religious issues that matter to
their readers. Associations for religion
reporters are leading the way toward
craft
im provem ent
by
helping
reporters define and report issues
accurately and objectively.
Unlike public affairs beats, the reli
gion beat forces reporters to make
news judgments about personal faith
and belief in things unseen. This sub
jectivity often scares many reporters
and editors away from stories that
matter to their readers. With increas
ing numbers o f Americans placing
greater importance on faith and reli
gion the stories need to be covered.
“The number o f Americans who say
religion now has a higher profile in
society has more than doubled since
the beginning o f the 2001,” said Jane
Lampman in a Dec. 7 Christian

“It’s a quiet revolution that has
been building since the 1980s, but this
presidency has reinforced the trend,”
said Haynes. “This widespread influ
ence of religion is now more visible,
more welcome and more diverse,” he
said. The United States is also seeing
increased participation in public policy
debates from a greater mix o f reli
gions, not just Catholics or other con
servative groups, Haynes said. “Many
other religions are finding their voice,
so there’s a ‘diversity push’ for more
religion in public life,” he said.
The Pew survey also shows that
Americans are heeding Bush’s call for
tolerance and acceptance o f Muslims.
Favorable views o f M uslims have
risen from 45 percent in March 2001
to
59
percent
in
December.
Furthermore, the president’s own core
constituents have shown the biggest
turnaround regarding Muslim accept
ance; 64 percent o f conservative
Republicans feel favorably toward
Muslims, compared to just 35 percent
in March 2001.
Bush has made his faith very clear.
The president makes frequent refer
ences to God during press conferences
and when addressing the nation.
Media scholars believe his personal
faith has opened the door for an
increased awareness and acceptance of
all religions in the news and public life.
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Religion Coverage
Reporting on this push for more
religion won’t be easy, though.
In a 1995 article for the American
Journalism Review, Ellen Hume said
the conflicting ideologies o f religion
and journalism often make religion
reporting extremely difficult.
“Writing well about religion is fun
damentally at odds with journalism ,”
Hume said. “If journalism is about
skepticism and religion is about
beliefs, you’ve got a clash o f cultures.
To cover a priest, how can you say, ‘You
fool. How can you say someone has
risen from the dead?’”
Covering issues about people’s per
sonal faith and relationship with God
poses problems not faced by reporters
with hard news beats. Getting the
story and showing respect for those
involved can be difficult, especially if
the story involves a religion unfamil
iar to the reporter.
If reporters know little about reli
gion, they’re likely to seem ignorant to

their readers and sources. On the
other hand, if they’re religious and
sensitive about their views, they’re
likely to offend their sources. Perhaps
the best way for religion reporters to
do their job is to simply get informed
about all the religions they have to
cover.
Strauss said religion reporters rep
resent their readerships without
allowing their personal beliefs to com
promise their reporting. “A lot o f peo
ple think journalists aren’t good
Christians,” he said. “Whatever my
beliefs are, I don’t wear them on my
sleeve.”
Schwanke said it can be difficult for
reporters to understand other faiths,
but they should “never attempt to tell
people what they should believe.”
She said a small budget and lack of
reporters to assign to religion stories
has forced her to “rely on the faith
com m unity” for content. Schwanke
depends on local churches to write

their own stories about the issues
affecting their congregations, she said.
Schwanke’s strategy for selecting
stories each week is simple. “I try to
keep the page open to all faiths,” she
said. “The page belongs to the readers,
to the com m unity and to western
Montana.”
There’s no doubt that readers desire
more religion coverage, but that does
n’t make the job o f finding religion cor
respondents to cover the beat any eas
ier. Full-time religion reporters are
few and far between. Newspapers
have suffered cutbacks in religion
reporting positions nationwide. Over
the past year, full-time religion report
ing beats have been eliminated at the
several newspapers and hiring freezes
have also hurt religion reporting,
Walsh said.
It’s the same story in broadcast
journalism . In October 2001, ABC
fired Peggy Wehmeyer, who had been
television’s sole religion correspondent

Religion Resources
Many reporters and editors admit they donft always know where to turn to get a crash course in religion.
The Freedom Forum First Amendment Center reported in 2001 that 60 percent o f religion writers donyt
have any formal training in religious studies, hut 90 percent said they would benefit from more training.
Religion Newswriters Association is a craft
improvement association for religion reporters. RNA’s Web
site posts information on upcoming workshops and train
ing seminars, as well as access to religion glossaries, stylebooks, links to various religion sites, a religion reporting
job bank, religion and media research and recent religion
news stories.
(www.religionwriters.com)
Religion News Service produces both a daily and
weekly news service and a photo/graphics service for
issues pertaining to religion, ethics, spirituality and
morality.
(www.religionnews.com)
The Pew Forum on Religion and Public Life seeks
to promote a deeper understanding of how religion shapes
the ideas and institutions of American society. The Forum
explores how religious institutions and individuals con
tribute to civic life while honoring America’s traditions of
religious liberty and pluralism.
The Forum serves as a place for informed discussion
and new research about the ways in which faith and pub
lic affairs intersect, functioning both as a clearinghouse
and a town hall.
(www.pewforum.org)
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Religion & Ethics Newsweekly is a TV show that
provides coverage of religion and ethics news. It features
and profiles people, trends and values of spiritual life. The
program is distributed to PBS stations nationwide on
Fridays at 5 p.m. EST.
The Web site features information about each week’s
program, a monthly interdenominational calendar, a link
to Thirteen’s Pressroom archive fisting previous segments,
and more. The Viewers Guide, which includes essays, dis
cussion questions, and resources, may be downloaded from
the Web site or ordered free of charge.
(www.thirteen.org/refigionandethics)
Northwestern
University’s
M edill
School
Journalism offers a dual master’s degree in journalism
and religion in conjunction with the university’s GarrettEvangelical Theological Seminary.
(www.medill.nwu.edu)
Garrett-Medill Center for Religion and the News
Media offers a 10-week seminar called “Quarter in
Religion, Spirituality and Values,” which is designed to
help reporters cover religion. It is a condensed course and
is ideal for the working journalist who has no time to go
back to school and earn another degree.
(www.medill.nwu.edu)
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since 1994. According to ABC, she will not be replaced. A
Nov. 13, 2001, brief in the American Enterprise Online
said, “Without a single correspondent assigned to religion,
television coverage o f religion will become even shallower
than it is now. This is a deployment o f resources that sim
ply does not match the level o f importance that everyday
Americans place on religion.”

"A lot of people think journalists aren't
good Christians. Whatever my beliefs are, /
don't wear them on my sleeve.”
- Jim Strauss
editor of the Great Falls Tribune

Recent findings regarding the legitimacy o f religion in
society, such as those obtained in the Pew survey, could per
suade media executives to create more religion reporting
positions.
The present shortage o f religion reporters is a major
shift from the 1990s.
“The number o f journalists assigned to full-time posi
tions covering religion swelled dramatically in the 1990s,
and scores o f newspapers introduced expansive weekly
‘faith and values’ sections at the beckoning o f focus groups
hungry for an increased presence o f faith and religion in
the media,” Walsh said in a Dec. 9 online articles for the
Leonard Greenberg Center.
The demand for increased religion coverage has contin
ued into the new millennium, but the cutbacks in religion
reporting jobs have made it tough to cover the ever-broad
ening beat. The few full-time religion reporters working the
beat today have a responsibility to accurately report on
issues affecting a variety of faiths, and to represent their
readers fairly.
Sept. 11 showed the United States that, despite their
religious differences, Americans feel a collective sense of
urgency to get closer to God. A look at history shows
Americans consistently turn to God in times o f trouble.
“The words ‘In God We Trust’ were added to our curren
cy in the wake o f the Civil War, and ‘under God’ was added
to the Pledge of Allegiance in 1954 at the height of the
struggle against com m unism ,” Haynes said. “That’s
because a good many Americans believe that when our
nation fails to acknowledge God — when we fall away from
God as a people — we invite disaster.”

Religion Coverage

aHHthose in
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— Duke of Buckinghamshire
John Sheffield (1649-1720)
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www.northwesternenergy.com

D m M iiite L A K E
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(406)755-7000
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John Hafner received his master’s in journalism from UM in May. He was the photo editor for Bugle
Magazine, a publication o f the Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation, and is a student member o f the
Outdoor Writer’s Association o f America. He plans to pursue a career in outdoor communication.
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PASSPORT, LAPTOP, TICKET - GOI

,

In the rush to cover the war on terrorism The Denver Post sent
Gwen Florio as a foreign correspondent to Pakistan and
Afghanistan — although she was fulfilling a life-long dream,
there were many barriers to overcome in a hurry

by

G w en F l o r io

W

hen m ost new spapers
appoint a foreign corre
spondent, they give that
person up to a year to prepare —
sending the reporter to language les
sons and university classes on the
part o f the world he or she w ill be
covering.
I got a long weekend.
“Do you have your passport with
you?” Evan Dreyer, my city editor,
asked.
“U m ,” I replied.
I was in New York, as part o f a
cadre o f five reporters and photogra
phers dispatched by the D enver
Post, as soon as the airports
reopened after Sept. 11 . It was sup
posed to be a five-day trip, but the
enorm ity o f the story grew by the
day. As a result, we extended our
stay, and I was now in my second
week.
For days I had argued — hope
lessly, I thought, given that the Post
has only a single foreign -affairs
reporter — that we should be m ak
ing a sim ilar effort overseas.
Now my words were com ing back
to haunt me.
As Evan rattled on about how the
paper would Fed-Ex my passport to
me so that I could take a next-day
flight for Pakistan, I tried to figure
out the best way to break the bad
news.
“Um ,” I said again, certain that
my dream o f being a foreign corre
spondent — a dream I’ve held dear
for the entire 25 years o f my career
— was about to vanish.
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Courtesy of The Denver Post

Gwen Florio, second from left, relaxes with Afghan women in traditional dress.
“My passport expired a month ago.”
Evan didn’t miss a beat. He told
me to go to a 24-hour passport place
and pay whatever to get a new one.
“And don’t forget your shots,” he
said, entirely too cheerfully.
I got a break. Because it was a
Friday, the new passport w ouldn’t
come through until Tuesday. That
gave me the whole weekend to Websu rf like a maniac and download
centuries o f Central Asian history
and politics into my increasingly
addled brain.
On Tuesday, I boarded an Air
Pakistan flight with my crisp, hoursold passport in hand and watched the
smoldering ruins o f what had been
the World Trade Center recede into
the distance. Except for Post photog
rapher Karl Gehring, who had man
aged to get onto the flight at the last
minute, I was the only Westerner
among hundreds o f people.

All around me were men — men
in prayer caps, men in the baggy
tunic-and-pants garb known as shalwar kamiz, men with long beards
henna-tinted a violent orange. There
were also a very few, heavily veiled,
w om en. As the plane lum bered
toward our London layover, the men
around me bowed and murmured in
prayer.
I sat stiffly, my head full o f the
im ages I’d acquired during my lastm inute cram m ing — visions o f
crazed mobs made up o f people who
looked exactly like everyone around
me scream ing “Death to Am ericans!”
I was scared witless.
y worst fears surpassed
physical danger. I wasn’t
exactly sure how to do
my new assignment. Foreign report
ing is 80 percent logistics and 20
percent reporting on the good days.
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_ Passport, Laptop, Ticket — Go!

Florio’s travels took her to Afghanistan
and Pakistan
You need a translator — preferably
one who speaks several languages.
In Pakistan, the main language is
Urdu, but the ethnic Pashtuns liv
ing near the A fgh an istan border
speak Pashto. So do m any o f
Pakistan’s approxim ately 2 m illion
Afghan refugees. But the Afghan
refugees from the in terior speak
Dari, a form o f Persian. So w e’re up
to — what? — four languages, now,
counting English. Try to find som e
body in the U nited States who does
that. But in Pakistan, it seemed
that nearly everyone we met had a
half-dozen languages at their com 
mand.
Then, you need a driver. The
Post’s travel agent, as befu ddled by
the assignm ent as I w as, arranged
for a rental car th at she envision ed
I’d drive aw ay from the Islam abad
airport. As if! P akistanis drive on
the “w ro n g ” sid e, a le g a cy o f
British co lo n ia lism . T h ey d rive
very, very fast, w ith m uch beepin g
and sw erving. T hey share the road
with huge, colorfu l tru cks, d on 
keys, buses, pedicabs, sw arm s o f
pedestrians and th e o cca sio n a l
camel. On my ow n, I’d have lasted
about a m inute.
Luckily, B ruce
Finley, our foreign affairs reporter,
had already spent m ore than a
week in P akistan w ith ph otogra
pher Cyrus M cC rim m on and was
ready to lea ve by th e tim e w e
arrived. Karl and I in h erited their
driver.
That left us with the problem o f
how to get our stories and pictures
back to the Post. Islamabad is a some
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what cosmopolitan city, but the elec been in the country only a few days
tricity w ent out occasionally, and when we encountered the mobs I’d
Internet connections were brutally feared. M em bers shook their fists in
slow. That’s where the satellite phone
our faces, spit on us and shoved us.
came in. But to run the sat phone, you
Little kids threw stones at us and
need a source o f power. In Pakistan,
surrounded our car, rocking it. Men
we were lucky: The electricity was groped me, and picked Karl’s pocket
reliable enough
stealing
$ 1,000
w orth o f cam era
that we charged
our laptops, the
disks. The night
Aiy worst fears surpassed the United States
satellite
phone
physical danger. I w asn’t
and
cam eras
started
bom bing
a
straight from the
exactly sure how to do my A fghanistan
hotel
clerk
came
wall outlets.
new assignment. Foreign
and knocked on my
Afghanistan
reporting is 80 percent
door. “Please stay
w ould be a differ
logistics and 20 percent
in your room ,” he
ent story.
reporting on the good days. begged. He told
me
th at
w hen
omehow,
news o f the bom b
incredi
ing had swept the
bly, given
what novices we were, we began to hotel, som e o f the guests had
m aster Pakistan. I’m not sure I n oticed a foreign rep orter and
chased him across the lobby.
rem em ber
the
moment
things
B u t th ere w ere
days
and
“clicked” — when, after reporting and
filing one story, I thought, “Well the m om ents — w hen an old m an gave
obvious story to do next is this. And me salt to cou n teract the effects o f
then, after that, we should check into tear-gas at a dem on stration , w hen
y ou n g w om en sm ilin g ly sh ow ed
such-and-such.”
me the proper w ay to fold and
Sim ilar to a regular stateside
beat, people we interview ed and drape m y duppata (h eadscarf) and
painted m y hands w ith in tricate
photographed spoke o f other things
happening around the country, and henna design s, w hen our driver
we w ould explore those angles. W e’d in vited us to din n er w ith his fam i-
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Courtesy of The Denver Post

Gwen Florio, right, poses with a new friend while in Afghanistan.
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Passport, Laptop, Ticket — Go!
no baths at all. But we needed elec
I shook my head no.
tricity to file, and — despite the fact
He told me three reporters had
that Karl and I each carried $6,000 in
been killed that day in Afghanistan
cash stashed in pockets, socks and
w h ile rid in g in a con voy w ith
money belts — we’d been too afraid of
N orthern Alliance troops on the very
road that we were to take in the next running out of money to spring for an
$800 generator. We sucked up to
few days. The French jo u rn a list
reporters
from bigger papers with fat
w asn’t sure o f the details. A t least
ter
wallets,
offering candy bars in
one o f the three had been shot, he
exchange
for
hits from their genera
said. “The others” — he drew his fin
tors.
But,
in
a things-could-be-worse
ger across his throat.
mantra
that
I
recited daily, the snows
I w ent back to
m y room and sat held off long enough so that we didn’t
for a long tim e on have to ride horses over the pass, and
we never had to sleep in the tent that
m y hard, narrow
bed. I was shak I’d lugged along.
The teenagers w ith A K -47s who
in g all over. I
threatened to arrest us w hen our
tried to im agine
how
m y kids, je e p got separated from the main
con v oy and en ded up lo st in a
both college-age,
rem ote m ountain village finally —
both o f whom had
after an h ou r’s intercession by a
begged me not to
N orth ern A llia n ce so ld ie r w h o’d
m ake this trip,
would feel if their bum m ed a ride w ith us — let us go.
I learned that one could indeed sur
m om
got
her
vive for days by ju s t eating energy
th roat cut. The
Courtesy of The Denver Post
bars, that “H andi-w ipes,” used lib
satellite phone,
News photographer focuses on a subject. Getting up close and
the phone I w ant erally, are a fine substitute for a
personal in wartime means putting oneself in harm’s way.
shower, and that m odesty — on a
ed to use to call
trip w ith h ardly any other wom en,
E van and tell
he initial military victory in him that actually, Aghanistan w asn’t through barren, rocky country with
Afghanistan came so quickly such a good idea after all, was in
no bathroom s, and no trees or bush
that it’s hard to remember Karl’s room. It was late. Karl was
es, either — is highly overrated.
what it was like when the air war probably asleep.
Once in K abul, w e rented rooms
first started. Despite daily bombing
In the end, an insane fear o f in a private hom e that w as positive
raids, the Taliban still held all o f h um iliation — I
Afghanistan from M azar-I-Sharif and w as
the
only
Kabul south; the Northern Alliance wom an among the
We slept on the floor in our house, and
was stuck in the same territory it had
Post’s ever-increas
the toilet was the squat-style Turkish
commanded for years.
ing foreign contin
variety, we had (cold) running water,
The only w ay into Afghanistan
gent, and would be
electricity almost every evening, and use of
was through Tajikistan, and then
dam ned if I wussed
south by je e p
dow n through
a generator when that failed. A nd, the
out — defeated the
N orth ern A llia n ce-h eld regions,
quite
legitim ate
women in the house — who ducked out of
then by truck or horseback through
fear o f death.
sight whenever Karl appeared — were
the m ountain passes in the Hindu
The next day, we
fabulous cooks.
Kush. Reporters who took this gru left
for
A fgh a
eling route w ere able to get to the
nistan.
front lines, w ithin an hour or so o f
Kabul. Heck, they’d done it, I rea
aybe the fact that we made ly lu x u riou s com p a red to the
soned. So could we.
In tercon tin en ta l
it alive put everything in b o o k e d -so lid
After ju st a tw o-w eek respite in
H otel, w h ere n ew s con feren ces
perspective. The trip to
Denver, Karl and I w ere cam ped out Kabul, from which the Taliban fled w ere held by candlelight when the
in shabby rooms in Tajikistan’s best just a couple of days before we arrived,
e le ctricity
fa iled ,
and
w here
hotel, part o f a convoy set to leave at while exhausting and frequently
reporters toted buckets of water up
6 a.m. for the day-long drive to the
and down the stairs.
frightening, wasn’t completely awful.
Afghan border.
OK, so there was no running water, no
We slept on the floor in our house,
A French reporter passed me in a electricity anywhere along the route.
and the toilet was the squat-style
hallway so dark that I had to use my The lack of water was an inconven Turkish variety. We had (cold) run
flashlight. He caught my arm and ience: cold bucket baths, while leaving ning water, electricity alm ost every
asked if I’d heard about the journalists.
much to be desired, were better than
evening, and use o f a generator
ly in the tin y hom e th ey sh ared
w ith th eir ch ick en s, and esp ecia lly
w h en w e w en t to his n ie ce ’s w e d 
din g — th at w ere so w on d erfu lly
e x o tic an d e n g a g in g th a t th e y
tra n scen d ed the d ifficu ltie s and
w e got cocky.
As soon as w e got back to Denver
I w ent to my editors w ith a new pro
posal:
“We
need
to
be
in
Afghanistan.”

T

M
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when that failed. And, the wom en in
the house — who ducked out o f sight
whenever Karl appeared — were
fabulous cooks.
Clean (relatively; bucket baths
were still the order o f the day), with a
good night’s sleep and full bellies, we
ventured out into a tragic ruin o f a
city where to walk two steps in any
direction was to trip over a heart
rending story. We found stories every
where: families crowded into pitiful
city apartments who traveled to
Kabul’s outskirts to gather firewood
in vineyards that turned out to be the
estates where they’d formerly lived.
Rows of maimed, blinded children in
hospital beds, victims o f a countryside
salted with land mines during two
decades o f war.
Young women, their burqas defi
antly pulled back from their faces,
striding into Kabul U niversity to
register for the classes they’d been
forbidden from atten din g during
Taliban rule. Young men ham m ering
coffee cans flat and riveting them
together to form satellite dishes to
sell to a population famished for tel
evision. A blind, moth-eaten lion who
was the main attraction at the wreck
that was the Kabul Zoo, and whose
survival through waves o f fighting
by the Russians and the Taliban had
made him the pride o f the city.
The stories stacked up; every one
we did seem ed to lead to three
more. We could have stayed for
months. Except we really couldn’t.
It cost us nearly $500 a day to fu n c
tion in A fghanistan, and w e had
already spen t a tota l o f abou t
$5,000 ju st to get from the northern
border down to Kabul. Our m oney
melted
away.
C h ristm a s
w as
approaching. Our fam ilies, w hen
we called them on the sa tellite
phone at $7 a m inute, sounded
increasingly frantic. A nother four
reporters had been killed, one o f
them in a town w here w e’d stayed
the previous week.

Passport, Laptop, Ticket — Go!

Courtesy of The Denver Post

Denver Post reporter Steve Lipsher, pictured here with notebook, interviews vil
lagers with the aid o f an interpreter.
It was time to go.
You don’t realized how quickly
y ou ’ve acclim ated to a place until
you leave. Karl and I paid $2,500
a p iece for seats on a cram ped
U nited N ations fligh t to Islam abad
— the only safe w ay out o f the
country. As the plan e circled
P ak istan’s capital, a city w e’d once
found depressing for its dirt and
poverty, we elbow ed one another in
wonder.
Paved roads! Power lines! And
look at all those cars!
In the airport, we gaped at the
Pakistani women, whose bared faces
and forearms looked almost indecent
after weeks spent among ghostly,
burqa-clad forms. At the hotel, we
rushed into our respective bath
rooms and twisted the taps. Water
gushed hot and plentiful — a mira
cle.
Today, people ask me if I miss the
excitem ent o f foreign reporting.

Gosh, no, I say. Indoor plumbing
is all the excitem ent I need.
Truth is, I miss it terribly.
It was an enormous privilege to
be sent to Pakistan and Afghanistan
— and, as part o f a Post project on
the continuing w ar on terrorism , to
Som alia and Sudan in January. By
the time I got back from my most
recent trip, my four-m onth-old pass
port was w rinkled and worn, its
pages com pletely filled with stamps
and visas. And it was an awesome
responsibility to try to educate Post
readers, even as we educated our
selves, about the dauntingly com 
plex issues o f those regions.
If there has been any good in the
aftermath o f Sept. 11, it’s been the
fact that w e’ve realized the risks in
ignoring w hat’s happening in the
rest o f our world. We all benefit
w hen news organizations realize
that foreign reporting is no longer a
luxury. It’s a necessity.

Gwen Florio is the national reporter for The Denver Post. After Sept. 11, she reported from New York City,
Pakistan and Afghanistan. Prior to joining the Post, she worked at the Philadelphia Inquirer for 15
years, three o f which were spent as that newspaper’s Western correspondent, when her territory included
Montana.
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V a n e ssa

Ceggett:

Defying court subpoenas in the
name of the Jirst Amendment
Keeping tight-lipped
about confidential
sources landed Vanessa
Leggett six months in jail
B y S u e E l l is o n
Vanessa Leggett had hoped to have
a contract for her true-crim e book by
the end o f 2001. She had spent four
years researching the high-profile
1997 murder-for-hire o f the wife o f
Houston m illionaire bookie Robert
Angleton. Instead, the petite aspiring
freelance true-crim e writer celebrat
ed the New Year in an 8x10-foot fed
eral detention center cinderblock cell,
in defiance o f a federal grand ju ry
subpoena for all o f her investigative
research.
Released in early January, Leggett
holds the dubious distinction for the
longest incarceration — 168 days —
o f any writer or reporter jailed in the
U nited States w hile claim ing the
journalist’s privilege o f media confi
dentiality.
Although a Texas state ju ry acquit
ted Robert Angleton o f the m urder in
1998, a federal grand ju ry investigat
ing his activities wanted all the infor
mation Leggett had gained about his
wife’s murder. W hen she was arrested
in July, Leggett said from jail: “I am
not a m artyr and I want to see justice
done. But I am doing what I must to
protect the public’s interest in a free
press.” Although she was free, her
ordeal had not ended.
A succeeding grand ju ry indicted
Angleton for m urder conspiracy, and
the governm ent claimed Leggett as a
w itness. Vowing to m aintain her
“journ alist integrity,” Leggett said
she’d face further jail time rather
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Courtesy of The Houston Chronicle

Vanessa Leggett during an August 8, 2001 interview in the federal detention facili
ty in downtown Houston. She would be in prison for another five months.
than divulge confidential sources.
Unsuccessful in three lower feder
al court appeals to overturn her con
tem pt citation, she learned in midApril that the U.S. Supreme Court
declined to hear her appeal.
L eggett’s defiance has draw n
unprecedented support from journal
ists around the world, who vocifer
ously protested Leggett’s jailing as a
blatant disregard for the F irst
Am endment and international con
ventions for freedom o f the press.
They have appealed to the U .S.
Department o f Justice, filed friend-ofthe-court briefs and announced their
displeasure in countless media and
Internet Web sites.
How is it that the Am erican gov
ernment, whose successful function
relies in part on freedom o f the press,
not only allowed but participated in

this threat to a fundamental constitu
tional privilege? The threat lies in the
Justice Departm ent’s formidable dis
cretion in determ ining which writers
are jou rn a lists entitled to First
Am endm ent protections.
Leggett, 34, says she has always
been fascinated with murder cases
and w as once a licensed private
investigator. Later, she taught police
courses at the University o f HoustonDowntown and wrote a chapter for an
FBI Academ y training manual.
In 1997, Leggett’s interest was
diverted to the Angleton murder. Doris
Angleton, 46, was shot to death short
ly after she initiated divorce proceed
ings.
According to Leggett, Doris
threatened to expose her husband’s
questionably gained fortune. The state
charged Robert, 48, with hiring his
brother, Roger Angleton, to kill Doris.
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Vanessa Leggett
In the ensuing four years, Leggett
conducted interview s in six states
and taped more than 40 hours o f con
versations w ith Roger in the H arris
County, Texas, ja il. Roger com m itted
suicide in his cell in February 1998
and left a note exonerating Robert.
Despite the note, Robert w as still
tried for the murder.
Leggett risked arrest by ignoring a
subpoena to appear before the state
grand ju ry investigating the crime.
But, after being advised that R oger’s
death erased her con fid en tia lity
agreement w ith him, she negotiated a
deal to loan tapes to the prosecution
she said clearly im plicated Robert.
Prosecutors did not introduce the
tapes as evidence, and Robert was
acquitted. The Los A ngeles Tim es
quoted p rosecu tin g attorn ey Lyn
M cClellan as saying, “T h ere w as
nothing in them that was earth shat
tering.”
Never called to testify, L eggett
admitted to bein g “ stu n n ed ” at
Robert’s acquittal.
The Harris County district attor
ney referred the case to the FBI. If
that agency’s ensuing investigation o f
Robert — supposedly for tax evasion
and money laundering — could prove
Angleton crossed state lines to hire
his brother, the federal governm ent
could claim jurisdiction and retry him
for the murder.
The FBI offered Leggett a confi
dential
in form an t
con tra ct
in
November 2000 to buy her research
and control its pu blication . She
refused on the basis o f m edia confi
dentiality. The federal grand ju ry
investigating the case served her a
subpoena. Leggett testified before the
grand jury in December, on the FB I’s
promise she would not be asked to
reveal confidential sources.
The grand ju ry issued another sub
poena on June 18, 2001, ordering
Leggett to provide “A ny and all taped
recorded conversations, originals and
copies, o f conversations (she) had
with (34 people listed) or any other
recorded conversations with individu
als associated with the prosecution o f
Robert Angleton, either w ith or w ith
out their c o n s e n t...”
The Southern D istrict C ourt
denied Leggett’s appeal to quash the
subpoena in a closed hearing on July
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Free Vanessa Lejgett!
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While Legget was in jail, the Center for Individual Freedom supported her defense
by selling bumpers stickers though its Web site.
6 , ruling that no qualified reporter’s
privilege exists in crim inal cases. The
contem pt order and court decision
w ere sealed.
In an identical subpoena issued
J u ly 18, Judge M elinda H arm on
ordered Leggett to appear before the
grand ju ry the follow ing day. After
h irin g
H ouston
attorn ey
M ike
DeGuerin, she appeared as ordered
but refused to testify, claim ing First
and Fifth Am endm ent protections.
C lark
offered
L eggett
w hat
D eG uerin later called “a lim ited offer
o f p a rtia l im m unity.” W hen she
declined, Judge H arm on — w ithout
applying any First Am endm ent con
siderations for m edia confidentiality
— held Leggett in contem pt as a
recalcitrant witness.
Leggett was arrested the next day
and ja ile d w ith ou t bail in the
H ouston Federal Detention Center.
D eG u erin im m ediately filed an
appeal to the 5th U.S. Circuit Court
o f A ppeals, arguing the lower court
abused its discretion when it failed to
address rep o rte r’s privilege and
approved an overly broad subpoena.
Four prom inent journalism organi
zations, The Reporters Com m ittee for
Freedom o f the Press, the Society o f
P rofession al
Jou rn alists,
The
A m erican S ociety o f N ew spaper
E ditors and the R adio-T elevision
News Directors Association, joined in
an am icus b rief on Leggett’s behalf.
The b rie f argued that unrestrained
subpoenas in disregard o f journalists’
con stitu tion al qu alified privilege
am ount to press harassm ent and the
use o f journalists as private investi
gators for the government.
Petitioning the court for perm is
sion to join the b rief were more than
20 news m edia and w riter’s groups,
including m ajor television networks,
T he
N ew
York
Tim es,
The

W ashington Post and The Associated
Press. The R eporters C om m ittee,
h avin g secured D eG uerin’s agree
ment, asked the court’s perm ission to
participate in oral arguments. The
court denied both petitions and
ordered the Aug. 15 hearing closed.
The court also denied an em er
gency m otion filed by news media
asking the 5th Circuit to reconsider
closure on the basis that constitution
al interests dem anded a public hear
ing. But the court rescinded that deci
sion the day o f the hearing, after U.S.
Rep Sheila Jackson Lee, D-Texas, a
m em ber o f the Com m ittee on the
Judiciary, pu blicly censured U .S.
Attorney General John Ashcroft.
R euters quoted the congresswom an on Aug. 14: “I believe the
Justice Departm ent has not followed
its own internal guidelines (which)
require an attorney general’s review.”
Since 1973’s W atergate scandal, the
U.S. attorney general must give per
mission for a journalist’s subpoena.
J u stice’s gu id elin es require the
exhaustion o f all alternative sources
for subpoenas, which m ust never be
used to gain “peripheral, nonessential
or speculative inform ation.”
The SPJ felt so strongly Leggett’s
incarceration was an injustice that,
in August, its national board voted to
contribute h a lf o f her legal fees,
which DeGuerin capped at $25,000,
from its Legal Defense Fund.
A
th ree-ju dge
panel
heard
Leggett’s appeal and, on Aug. 17,
released its unsigned opinion affirm 
ing the district cou rt’s judgm ent.
W hile the 5th C ircuit C ourt o f
Appeals recognized Leggett as an
“aspiring freelance writer,” it did not
address the qualified reporter’s privi
lege test establish ed in 1972 in
Branzburg v. Hayes.
In that case, the dissent o f four
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Vanessa Leggett

Courtesy of Vanessa Leggett

After her release, Leggett said, “...I am
doing what I must to protect the public’s
interest in a free press. ”
Suprem e C ourt ju stices com bined
with the enigm atic opinion o f concur
ring Justice Lewis Powell to establish
a balancing test for consideration o f
qualified privilege in crim inal cases.
The three-part test asks i f reasonable
grounds exist that the reporter has
inform ation relevant to the grand
ju ry ’s investigation; if the govern
ment can show a com pelling need for
the inform ation; and i f the inform a
tion is unavailable from other
sources.
N either did the court address
Leggett’s journalist status as defined
In re M adden (3rd in Circuit, 1998).
The case recognized a journalist as
one engaged in investigative report
ing to gather news for public dissem 
ination.
W hile L eggett’s appeal argued
that both precedents applied, the
court defined reporter’s privilege as
“ineffectual against a grand ju ry sub
poena
absent o f governm ental
harassm ent or oppression.” That is
exactly what the governm ent was
doing — harassing Leggett — argued
DeGuerin. The subpoena was overly
broad and a governm ent “fishing
expedition.”
Some o f those sources listed in the
subpoena, according to Leggett,
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considered a news media representa
in clu d e FBI agents and H ouston
tive.
detectives involved in the Angleton
O fficials o f the U .S. Justice
case.
However, the court ruled that the
Department, in response to questions
and criticism about the department’s
subpoena was “not so overly broad as
handling o f the case, say that its
to be oppressive.”
L ucy
D alglish,
R eporters
guidelines were fully considered and
Com m ittee executive director, pub no legal reason existed to negate
Leggett’s incarceration.
licly noted that prosecutors might be
less aggressive i f dealing w ith a
U SA Today opined that Ashcroft’s
m ajor news publication journalist.
disengagem ent in the case “is revers
(CBS w as also in vestigatin g the
ing a policy that gives journalists
Angleton murder case and aired its wide latitude in protecting confiden
48 H ours program sh ortly after tial sources ...”
Leggett’s release.)
On Sept. 10, Leggett appealed
In an Aug. 16 PBS N ew sH our
again to the 5th Circuit, asking for
interview, Dalglish com m ented that bond and a hearing before the entire
the secret nature o f the contem pt
14-judge court. Lacking a response,
order and closed court hearings could
her attorney asked for bond again in
have buried Leggett’s case in obscuri early November. DeGuerin said in a
ty. “Had (Leggett) not sought help
subsequent interview , “The press
from journalism organizations prior
should be the w atchdog o f the police,
to being sentenced for contem pt,” not their lapdog.”
Dalglish said, “she would have been
W hen, on Nov. 13, the court reject
secretly jailed as w ell.”
ed the appeal, DeGuerin announced
The R eporters C om m ittee has
L eggett’s appeal to the Supreme
kept track o f reporters and writers
Court.
jailed for contem pt in Am erica since
In an interview with SPJ Legal
1984. O f 17 jailed, only one was a Defense Fund chair Christine Tatum,
freelance book writer. Chris Van Ness
DeGuerin raised a question disquiet
spent several hours in ja il before giv ing to journalists’ responsibility to
ing up a taped interview with a sus the public. W hile Leggett denied the
pect in the 1984 drug overdose death
governm ent access to her investiga
o f John Belushi. Until Leggett’s incar tive research, DeGuerin said, “I won
ceration, the longest-jailed journalist
der how m any other journalists didn’t
was Los Angeles
tell them no.”
Herald Examiner
By refusing to
" The press should be the
reporter
William
hear
Leggett’s
Farr, who spent 46
the
watchdog of the police, not appeal,
days behind bars in
Suprem e Court’s
their lapdog. ”
1972 for protecting
decision
could
the source of leaked
have
disastrous
-Mike DeGuerin
documents pertain
ramifications. But
Leggett's Houston attorney it also would have
ing to the Charles
Manson trial. The
been detrimental
last time the Justice
i f it had heard the
Department effected the j ailing of a jour case and re-affirm ed the lower court
nalist was in 1991, when four South decisions.
Carolina reporters spent eight hours
U nder threat o f compelled disclo
in jail for refusing to testify about
sure, journalists m ay lose the incen
unpublished conversations w ith a tive to gather news for later dissemi
state senator on trial for corruption.
nation, to the detrim ent o f the public
SPJ honored Leggett’s self-convic and historical record. A journalist
tion at its October 2001 N ational
subject to a governm ent’s subpoena of
Convention in Seattle. SPJ hoped to work products loses objective report
present a videotaped interview with
ing ability and becomes an ex officio
her at its award ceremony. But the
arm o f the governm ent, negating
detention center warden denied the
public governm ent officials’ accounta
interview, saying that SPJ — pub bility. Investigative reporters could
lisher o f the magazine Quill — is not lose the trust o f sources and frighten
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away potential ones. Fighting subpoenas is costly to both
the journalist and the government.
More frightening is the prospect that state and federal
judges can decide whether a journalist’s work product
qualifies for First Am endm ent protections and can arbi
trarily pass judgm ent, bypassing constitutional balanc
ing tests.
Espousing international hum an rights, the United
States is attacking its own credibility. The free flow o f
information — endorsed by the U.S. Constitution and
demanded globally by the Am erican governm ent — is in
jeopardy, especially in countries where it is newly em erg
ing from historical repression.
Notable is the fact that the only person sentenced to
jail time in the m urder case was in no w ay involved in the
crime. Greta Van Susteren, in an Aug. 17 CNN
Flashpoint interview, reflected the cynicism o f some who
felt Leggett held out only to advance the value o f her
book.
“This is not a w riter’s pu blicity stu n t,” L eggett
answered. “I did not choose to put m yself here. The only
beneficiary is not me or an agent or a publisher ... it’s the
American people.”
Leggett answered the hundreds o f letters she received
in jail, mindful that her jailors read each inbound and
outbound letter. She wrote supporters their letters were
lights “at the end o f the tunnel” o f her struggle to hold
fast to the governm ent’s prom ise o f a free press.
She may yet need th eir support, as she has said she
will return to ja il rather than break her prom ises o f
media confidentiality. U nder scrutiny by jo u rn a list and
federal prosecutors alike, L eggett is still su rprisingly
calm, still articulate and still focused on her book. (She
landed an estim ated $600,000 con tract w ith Crow n
Publishing, a division o f R andom H ouse, in May.) But
she worries the m erits o f the book w ill be buried under
the sensationalism o f her own h igh ly pu blicized expe
rience.
The 1735 John Peter Zenger case established that no
government agency has jurisdiction over the truth, and
truth is what Am erican democracy, through a free press,
purports to uphold.
The Supreme Court’s decision (without explanation) to
deny Leggett’s media confidentiality appeal leaves open
the question o f the means by which journalists can match
Zenger’s principles. Leggett’s stance may be a lost cause
for this generation o f journalists.
Or, it may be a standard for future generations to
demand truths untainted by federal intervention.

Sue Ellison is a 2001 graduate o f the
UM School o f Journalism. She was
an associate editor and advertising
manager for the 2001 Journalism
Review.
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Vanessa Leggett

J School

The O ld

Curiosity
Shop
The Independent R ecord
newsroom is almost a
J School alumni association.
Seven members o f our news
team -C arolynn M cLuskey,
Christina Quinn, Chris West,
Thomas Mendyke, Tom Cotton,
Sheila Habeck and Jon Ebelt
- are University o f Montana
journalism graduates.
O ur readers benefit from
the standard set and the
skills taught by the J School.
A nd the natural curiosity
that brings journalists to
this w ork.
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Newsroom
yr&etry
Finding inspiration from the daily miracle
of putting out a newspaper, journalist and poet David Tucker
finds creative characters to write about in and out of the newsroom

by

D avid Tu c k e r

But it’s not just the high drama o f
the newsroom that makes me write
poems about it. Mostly, I think, it’s the
words I keep hearing there every day.
Consider this story. On a cold night
last February, fire swept through a
rundown apartm ent building on
Newark’s south side, killing two sis
ters, one six the other 11, who had
been left alone in their third-floor
apartment. The father was charged
with neglect for leaving the children
unwatched but that was only part of
what proved to be a com plicated
tragedy. It soon became clear that the
building itself was a civic outrage —
dirty, foul-smelling, rat-infested and
often without heat.
Residents reported the building

had been cold most o f the winter, forc
ing them to use space heaters, which
many felt may have caused the fire.
Preliminary records work by StarLedger reporters also disclosed that
the owner o f the building had been
cited numerous times for failure to
supply heat, yet the city had never
brought him to court; repeated code
citations were ignored and the abuses
piled up.
Reporting the story soon became
difficult.
The
city government,
presided over by a mayor running for
his fifth term , refused to supply
records which would allow reporters
to document the true extent of the
city’s lack o f oversight o f this building
and o f others owned by Newark slum

rooms for the most basic rea
son: I spend half my life there. Way
too much o f it, but that is another
story.
Actually I write poems about a lot
of things: love, family, dreams, weath
er, death, my cats and the slow news
o f ordinary life.
But newsrooms offer irresistible
material. How the paper gets out each
day still amazes me. You have this
massive beast o f an operation
—
reporters and editors, technicians and
truck drivers, researchers and sales
men all working against
a relentless stream o f
deadlines to tell the
story o f a single day.
There are few other
places where you can
work in the language
A slow news day,
but I did like the obit about the butcher
with such intensity.
who
kept
the
same
store for 50 years.
People remembered
Colleges are festooned
when
his
street
was
sweetly
roaring,
aproned
with writing workshops,
with flower stalls and fish stands.
but the newsroom is
The stock market wandered, spooked by presidential winks,
workshop for real, and
its rush to deadline can
by micro-winds and the shadows of earnings. News was stationed
becom e
a
creative
around the horizon, ready as summer clouds to thunder-process as maddening as
but it moved off and we covered the committee meeting
trying to sew a para
at the back of the state house, sat around on our desks
chute before hitting the
then went home early.
The birds were still singing,
ground. Despite what
the sun just going down. Working these long hours
some o f my colleagues
you
forget how beautiful the early evening can be,
say, I find no shortage o f
the
big
houses like ships turning into the night,
characters
to
write
about in the m odern
their rooms piled high with silence
newsroom: profane, bul
—by David Tucker
lying city editors (we
have those), volatile
reporters (to drive the
editors crazy) and pho
tographers (who resem
ble guerrilla warriors).

Today’s News
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lords. The paper’s lawyers Eire threat
ening to take the city to court but such
battles can take months to resolve.
Reporting was also slowed by a lack
of detailed eyewitness accounts; resi
dents of the building have now scat
tered into other slum dwellings in the
city and are hard to find.
Then one night in mid-April, we got a
small break. Through exhaustive street
work, reporter Russell Ben-Ali located a
man who had lived on the second floor
underneath the apartment where the
children died. He told us about life in
the building and its many problems.
Then he told us something totally
unexpected.
I happened to be standing near
Russell’s terminal during the tele
phone interview when he typed these
words: “I could hear the little girls run
ning back and forth above. They were
screaming. I thought they were getting
a beating. That’s before we knew there
was a fire. My wife and I, we still have
nightmares. Those little feet, I still
hear them.”
Words, an image, to make every
thing else stop.
When I sit down each morning to
write poetry before I go to work, I am
not deliberately searching for a news
room theme or any theme.
I am just looking for a way into a
poem. I start out by taking a deep
breath and writing notes about the
weather, about dreams, about non
sense — trying to overhear my own
jumbled thoughts. I play with sounds
and images and most o f the time don’t
know where I am going. More gets
written and tossed aside than gets
saved; poems 10 years old are still not
finished and may never be. Most of
what goes onto the screen is junkdead-end anecdotes, cliches and pas
sive sentimental crap.
But sometimes something different
gets through, some combination o f
sound and image that makes for an
original line and you always know it
when you see it. There is a sudden
clarity in the image and the words

make music. Just one good line can
get you started. And I would gladly
settle for one good line a day.
Reporting is like that. Reporters
bang their heads against walls for
days, weeks. They wade through junk
information and deceit and go up
against officials who won’t give up
public records. They search the streets
for poor tenants who have been lost in
the city’s chaos on the slight chance
that one o f them might know some
thing about what happened the night
o f a fire.

N ew sroom Poetry
Then late one night a lost tenant is
found and the reporter, sitting in a
nearly empty city room takes the
man’s words down over the telephone
typing with increasing amazement.
The words bring a horrible new fact to
a story that needs to be told. Someone
heard the little girls dying.
“Those little feet,” the man said. “I
still remember them.”
Words like that, spare, haunting
and musical. You don’t hear words like
that just anywhere. But I know two
places where you do.

The Old Reporter
The young reporters are taking bets
on when she'll collapse and whether
it will happen in the newsroom
or in the bar next door.
Her wheezy cough
has already wounded the roses
the staff gave her for her birthday last week.
She has the deadline shakes, she forgets
the things you tell her, she lives
on smoke and vodka,
and picks fights with the rookies.
The managing editor is offering her
early retirement, a decent buyout,
a party, a plaque.
It's that, or life
on the obit desk.
She can't hold out
much longer, our good ol' girl,
who was quick and brassy
and saw through shit
in the wild, early days of LBJ.
—by David Tucker

David Tucker has worked at the Toronto Star and the Philadelphia Inquirer, where he served as sports
editor and city editor. He is currently assistant managing editor at the New Jersey Star-Ledger. His
poems have appeared or are forthcoming in several magazines and anthologies including Boulevard,
The Literary Review Greensboro Review, New York Quarterly and Fine Madness. He was a runner up
for the 2001 Grolier Poetry Prize. Tucker is a graduate o f the University o f Michigan. He also attended
the School o f Journalism at Ryerson Polytechnic University in Toronto.
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“It is a newspaper’s duty
to print the news and raise
hell.”
Chicago Tribune -1861
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Thank you!
We just want to say a special thank you to our advertisers. We know
you’re not in it for the money. There is no commercial benefit--at least
none that can be booked. And in a lean economic year, your support is
especially appreciated! Your dollars support good journalism in Montana
by helping to underwrite a worthwhile endeavor, an annual publication
by, for and about journalists and their craft. Students here at the
University of Montana School of Journalism hone their skills by putting
out this magazine, from story ideas to delivering it to the printer. W e’re
proud of the end result; we’re confident you will find that your support is
well-placed. We use no taxpayer money to publish this magazine; what we
don’t earn in ads is made up by private donations through the UM
Foundation. W e’re glad you’ve made this commitment, and we hope that
you and others will do so in the future.
Sincerely,

Clem Work, Editor,
and the staff of the Montana Journalism Review
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